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Summary:  

 

We studied in this work replacing the conventional MOSFETs in FPGA with DTMOS 

and evaluated FPGA cluster and MUXs based on performance, power, and energy. 

DTMOS shows better energy for cluster (FPGA logic block), and MUXs (FPGA 

routing). We also studied using FinFET for technology nodes from 20nm down to 7nm, 

and also studied the impact of environmental variations on FinFET FPGAs metrics. 

Finally, we present a novel technique for FPGA power reduction on circuit level, the 

multiple charge recycling technique shows power saving by 32% in SPICE simulations. 
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Abstract 

   Field-Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) have become one of the key digital 

circuit implementation media over last decades. The importance of FPGAs comes from 

their architecture, which consists of programmable logic functionality blocks and 

programmable interconnects. This nature of FPGA has a terrific impact on the quality 

of the final product’s performance, area, and power consumption. There are many 

techniques to make FPGAs more energy efficient. The different techniques can be 

categorized to: device, circuit, system, architecture, and computer-aided design (CAD). 

Device techniques refer to the usage of new emerging low-power process technologies 

offered by the semiconductor manufacturers, and new devices materials and structures. 

Circuit techniques refer to transistor level implementations of logic and routing 

resources. System techniques refer to high level techniques such as dynamic voltage 

and frequency control, power gating for unused resources, and dynamic 

reconfiguration. Architecture techniques refer to functionality of logic blocks, memory, 

and I/Os resources and the connectivity between these resources. Finally, CAD 

techniques refer to improvements added to the tools used to configure FPGAs to 

consider power consumption. In this work, we target introducing new design techniques 

to lower FPGAs power at device and circuit levels. 

   First, we studied using dynamic threshold MOSFET (DTMOS) in FPGA logic 

blocks and showed that DTMOS can be used as a good candidate for designing ultra-

low power FPGAs. The study also covered DTMOS MUXs as MUXs are the main part 

in FPGA routing fabric. 

  Following that, we studied the implementation of FPGA using FinFET instead of 

CMOS to explore future technologies impact on FPGAs energy, also environmental 

variations are covered in the study since the variations in nanoscale technologies cannot 

be neglected. We used predictive technology models (PTM model cards) for 20nm 

down to 7nm technologies to explore performance, power, and energy of FPGA 

components at each technology node and the impact of variations on the trends of these 

metrics, We also obtained the optimum supply voltage from the energy point of view 

for a variety of flip-flops topologies which can be used in today’s FPGAs at each 

technology node. We evaluated FPGA cluster metrics using SPICE simulations based 

on three benchmark circuits: 2-bit adder, 4-bit NAND, and cascaded chain. 

   Finally, we present a novel technique to recycle charges in FPGAs interconnects 

on multiple stages, The new technique exhibits more power saving than single stage 

charge recycling, We analyzed the new technique from theory of work through circuits 

details to CAD tools support, The study also covers the area overhead of this technique 

for a set of benchmarks in the versatile placement and routing (VPR) tool which is 

widely used in academic researches of FPGA. 
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Chapter 1 : Introduction 

1.1. Field-Programmable Gate Arrays 

Field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) are programmable devices that user can 

configure to implement any desired digital circuit. The popularity of FPGAs has grown 

rapidly since they introduced in the mid-80s, and today, they account for more than half 

of the three billion dollar programmable logic industry. Modern FPGAs can implement 

electronic circuits with millions of logic gates which operate at speed of hundreds of 

megahertz. 

FPGA is a chip that consists of two dimensional array of pre-fabricated 

programmable logic blocks that can be connected through configurable 

interconnections (routing channels). SRAM cells in the FPGA logic blocks define the 

desired function to be implemented for each block, and the connectivity between those 

blocks. FPGA is configured to implement a given circuit in a matter of seconds and can 

be re-programmed any number of times. Custom ASICs are the primary competitor to 

FPGAs, and they require weeks or months for fabrication. Hence, a key advantage held 

by FPGAs over ASICs is that FPGAs reduce “time-to-market", which is crucial in the 

development of new electronic products. 

The rapid expansion of the programmable logic market has been driven by a 

number of factors. Perhaps most important is that as technology scales, the costs 

associated with building a custom ASIC rise drastically. For example, in 90nm process 

technology, the cost of mask sets alone is over a million US dollars [1]. Such costs 

make design mistakes extremely costly, as they necessitate the creation of new mask 

sets and impose lengthy delays. Comprehensive and rigorous design verification is a 

mandatory part of custom ASIC design. In FPGAs, the requirement to “get it right the 

first time" is less critical, since mistakes, once identified, can be taken care of quickly 

and cheaply by re-programming the device. 

Coupled with the high cost of ASIC fabrication, the CAD tools required to design 

an ASIC cost anywhere from hundreds of thousands to millions of dollars [2]. In 

contrast, FPGA vendor tools are typically provided free-of-charge by the FPGA 

vendors to their best customers, and third-party FPGA CAD tools, such as Synplicity, 

cost only tens of thousands of dollars. Initially, FPGAs were used only in low-volume 

production applications or for prototyping circuits that were eventually to be 

implemented as custom ASICs. However, the volume threshold at which FPGAs are 

cost-effective versus ASICs has advanced to a point such that modern FPGAs are cost-

effective for all but high volume applications. 

One of the drawbacks of FPGAs is that they are less area-efficient and also slower 

than custom ASICs. This characteristic has been the motivation for nearly two decades 

of academic and industrial research on FPGA CAD and architecture. The result has 

been a narrowing of the gap between ASICs and FPGAs from the area and speed 

viewpoints. Today, FPGAs are a viable alternative to custom ASICs and can be used in 

applications with speed and size requirements that previously, could only be met by 

ASICs. 
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1.2. Technology scaling and emerging devices  

Traditional CMOS scaling faces challenges due to material and process technology 

limits. Obstacles for scaling planar devices to sub-32nm gate lengths include short-

channel effects (SCE), sub-threshold leakage and gate dielectric leakage. FinFET is a 

multi-gate three-dimensional transistor structure [3]. This increases the control of the 

gate on the channel, and reduces drain induced barrier lowering, enhances sub-

threshold swing [4-7]. In addition, the near-ideal sub-threshold characteristics raise the 

potential of FinFET to be used in near-threshold supply circuits, which dissipates an 

order of magnitude less energy compared to regular strong inversion circuits that 

operate with the super-threshold supply voltage, these properties makes it the potential 

candidate to substitute CMOS to keep on technology scaling. Compared to 

conventional transistor, the DIBL and sub-threshold swing are improved by using the 

double gate structure. As a depleted-substrate transistor [8], FinFET can overcome the 

continue scaling obstacles [9]. Recently Intel [10] announced its 22nm FinFET process 

that will be used for the next generation processor. IBM is also spending a lot of R&D 

efforts in FinFET [11]. 

 

1.3. Motivation 

Nowadays the demanding on low power designs is increasing rapidly, reducing 

energy is not required only for battery life, but also to reduce cooling cost. FPGAs are 

spreading widely in data centers, mobile devices, and many other fields due to their 

flexibility and low non-recurring cost compared to ASIC and custom designs. As in 

ASIC domain the design requires months to fabricate the first device and costs millions 

of dollars in CAD tools for the different design flow steps, and engineers work for 

multiple of years. Moreover, the fabrications cost and time, furthermore as technology 

advances the ASIC design becomes more difficult and expensive due to reliability 

requirements. On the other hand, FPGA can be programmed in few seconds, and can be 

easily re-programmed for many times which makes it a favorable solution for 

prototyping and debugging and drives most digital design starts toward FPGA 

implementation. Moreover, the recent FPGAs can be partially and dynamically re-

programmed. However, the flexibility of FPGA involves significant area overhead and 

makes it slower than ASIC and consuming more power. To implement a certain logic 

circuit in FPGA, it needs more transistors compared to ASIC which makes power 

consumption for a logic gate is higher in FPGA [12-13]. In general, FPGA power 

efficiency is ill-reputed area which ASIC is superior to it [14]. Power dissipation is a 

limiting factor for FPGAs to continue replacing ASICs [15]. 

Despite the fact that FPGAs are weaker than ASIC from power perspective, the 

research work to reduce their power just started recently and FPGAs vendors give the 

power reduction high consideration besides the performance and area. Though area and 

speed have been the main research focus to date, power is likely to be a key 

consideration in the design of future FPGAs for the reasons outlined below. 

The leakage power increases with technology scaling which has a large 

implications for FPGAs since they have a huge number of transistors for flexibility, and 

large portion of FPGAs is unused even when implementing large systems. Thus, the 

need to reduce and manage the leakage power in FPGAs is amplified compared to other 

design platforms.  
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Since FPGA power consumption stands in its way of spreading, reducing the 

power consumption of FPGAs is expected to spread their usage in new several other 

fields. In addition, it’s mandatory for FPGAs to break into low energy ASIC market. 

Previously, portable applications have been inaccessible to FPGA vendors due to the 

tight power budget. 

 

1.4.  Thesis Contributions 

This thesis focuses on two overarching themes: 

 

1. Reducing FPGA power consumption on device level  

2. Reducing FPGA power consumption on circuit level 

 

With respect to these themes, a number of different contributions are made, as 

summarized below. 

 

Chapter 3 considers reducing leakage power dissipation in FPGAs through using 

dynamic threshold MOSFET (DTMOS) [16] instead of the conventional MOSFET, and 

shows that replacing traditional MOSFET with DTMOS in both logic and routing 

fabric in FPGA leads to reducing FPGA power and energy. The study considered 

different MUXs sizes and FPGA logic cluster.  

Exploration for the future of FPGA also considered by studying using FinFET 

instead of CMOS for future technologies, we used PTM models [17] for low standby 

power for technology nodes: 20nm, 16nm, 14nm, 10nm, and 7nm in our study. We also 

studied the impact of environmental variations such as hot carrier injection (HCI), bias 

temperature inversion (BTI), and redundant doping fluctuations (RDF) on the 

performance, power, and energy for separate components of FPGA since the variations 

in those technologies scope have a considerable impact on digital designs metrics. This 

work has been published in [18]. We also provide the optimum supply voltage for 

different flip-flops topologies that can be used inside FPGA from power delay product 

point of view. This work has been published in [19].  

In addition, we built FinFET FPGA cluster and studied the above metrics while 

programming the cluster to work as: 2-bit adder, 4-bit NAND, and cascaded chain. 

Chapter 4 presents circuit-level techniques for reducing power dissipation in 

FPGA, a detailed description of using multiple charge recycling technique from theory 

to circuit to CAD application is provided with power savings value and area overhead 

for a set of benchmarks circuits. 

1.5. Organization of the thesis 

The remaining of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 provides a detailed 

survey of the previous related studies. Chapter 3 provides details of device level 

techniques to reduce FPGA power. Chapter 4 provides details of FPGA power 

reduction techniques at circuit level. Finally, conclusions and discussions concludes the 

thesis results and recommendations. 
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Chapter 2 : Literature Review 

2.1. Introduction 

 

This chapter presents the background material that forms the basis for the research 

presented in later chapters. Section 2.2 gives an overview of FPGA architecture and 

hardware structures, highlighting the features of two state-of-the-art commercial 

FPGAs. Section 2.3 discusses the power dissipation breakdown (static and dynamic) in 

FPGA with two commercial FPGAs examples. Section 2.4 surveys the recent literature 

on FPGA power optimization. Section 2.5 summarize the chapter. 

2.2. FPGA architecture and hardware structures 

This section presents an overview of FPGA architecture and hardware structures 

using two recently-developed commercial FPGAs as example cases: the Xilinx Virtex-

7 FPGA [20] and the Altera Stratix-V FPGA [21]. FPGA consists of two dimensional 

array of programmable logic blocks which can be connected through a configurable 

interconnection fabric. Figure 2.1 shows a view of island style FPGA. Routing channels 

lie between rows and columns of logic clusters and contain pre-fabricated routing 

tracks. Look-up-table (LUT) is the base element to implement logic functions, and each 

logic block contains flip-flops to implement sequential logic. A K-input look-up-table 

(K-LUT) is a memory that can implement any logic function with up to K inputs. A 

simplified generic FPGA logic block is provided in Figure 2.2. Basic logic element 

(BLE) consists of a K-LUT with a flip-flop. A programmable multiplexer allows the 

flip-flop to be bypassed. Figure 2.3 shows the internal details of a 4-LUT. 16 SRAM 

cells hold the truth table for the logic function implemented by the LUT. The LUT 

inputs, labeled f0-f3, select a particular SRAM cell whose content is passed to the LUT 

output.  
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Figure 2.1: FPGA architecture 

 

Figure 2.2: FPGA cluster 

 

 

Figure 2.3: 4-LUT  
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The logic blocks in commercial FPGAs are more complex than that of Figure 2.2 

and contain clusters of LUTs and flip-flops. Figure 2.4 shows the logic blocks in 

Virtex-7 and Stratix-V. A Virtex-7 logic block is referred to as a Configurable Logic 

Block (CLB) and it contains two SLICEs, where each SLICE has four 6-LUTs, eight 

flip-flops, as well as arithmetic and other dedicated circuitry. A Stratix-V logic block, 

referred to as a Logic Array Block (LAB), is shown in Figure 2.5. A LAB has ten 

adaptive logic modules (ALMs), various carry chains circuits, control signals, shared 

arithmetic chains, a local interconnect, and register chain connection lines. ALMs in the 

same LAB transfer signals between them through the local interconnect. A LAB can 

drive the local interconnect of its left/right neighbors through the direct link 

interconnect. The output of the ALM register can be transferred to the adjacent ALM 

register in the LAB through register chain connections. An ALM has a group of 

different LUT-based resources that can be divided between two adaptive LUTs 

(ALUTs), and four registers. An ALM can implement different combinations of two 

logic functions with up to eight inputs for the two ALUTs. This allows an ALM to be 

backward compatible with four inputs LUT architectures. An ALM can also implement 

any six inputs logic function and some seven inputs functions. Furthermore, each ALM 

has four programmable registers, two dedicated full adders, a carry chain, a register 

chain, and a shared arithmetic chain. Dedicated resources allow ALM to implement 

arithmetic logic functions efficiently. An ALM drives all types of interconnects: 

column, row, local, register chain, carry chain, direct link, and shared arithmetic chain. 

Figure 2.6 provides a block diagram of Stratix-V ALM. 

Note that in addition to the LUT-based logic blocks described here, commercial 

FPGAs contain other hardware blocks including block RAMs, multipliers, and DSP 

blocks [20-21]. Typically, such blocks are placed at regular locations throughout the 

two dimensional FPGA fabric. Furthermore, commercial FPGAs have programmable 

I/O blocks, capable of operating according to a variety of different signaling standards. 

Connections between logic blocks in an FPGA are formed using a programmable 

interconnection network, having variable length segments and programmable routing 

switches. Figure 2.7 shows a common FPGA routing switch. It consists of a 

multiplexer, a buffer, and SRAM configuration bits. Within an FPGA, the switch's 

multiplexer inputs, labeled i0-in, can be connected to routing conductors or to the 

outputs of a logic block. The output of a buffer can be connected to a routing segment 

or to an input of a logic block. FPGA’s interconnections can be programmed though 

SRAM cells, labeled “n ctrl signals" in Figure 2.7. The SRAM cell contents control 

which input signal is selected to be driven through the buffer.  
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Figure 2.4: Virtex-7 FPGA Cluster 
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Figure 2.5: Stratix-V FPGA logic array block 
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Figure 2.6: Stratix-V FPGA adaptive logic module 

 

 

Figure 2.7: FPGA switch buffer 

Combined, a routing switch and the conductor it drives are referred to as a routing 

resource. The connectivity pattern between logic blocks and routing, as well as the 

length and connectivity of routing conductors constitute the FPGA's routing 

architecture. Routing resources in FPGAs can be classified to two types; segmented 

routing resources, and dedicated routing resources. Segmented routing resources 

provide connections between the logic blocks. As depicted in Figure 2.7, the segmented 

prefabricated wires are allocated in channels between connection blocks to provide 
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configurable connections between them, switch blocks, and logic blocks. The number 

of segments in a channel is usually denoted by W.  

Logic block’s I/Os can be connected to segmented routing wires on each of its four 

sides using connection blocks. Connection block flexibility (Fc) is defined as the 

number of wires in a channel that a logic block pin can connect to. Moreover, the 

switch box adds more flexibility by providing programmable connections between 

horizontal/vertical channels. Switch block flexibility (Fs) is defined as the number of 

segments that an incoming wire can connect. Segment length is defined as the number 

of logic blocks that can be spanned by a routing wire. Modern FPGAs use a variety of 

conductors of different lengths (segments) to achieve the optimum performance (delay, 

and routability). Dedicated routes are used for global signals like reset and clock, thus 

reducing the skew. In addition, some FPGAs have PLLs and Delay-Locked Loops 

(DLLs) to reduce skew. Modern FPGAs have the flexibility to provide different clock 

domains inside the FPGA to enable asynchronous designs. 

 

Basically FPGA offer “local" routing resources for connections within a CLB or a 

LAB. DIRECT resources that connect a CLB to its eight neighbors (including the 

diagonal neighbors). DOUBLE and HEX resources run horizontally and vertically and 

span two and six CLB tiles, respectively. LONG resources span 24 or more CLB tiles.  

 

 

Figure 2.8: Encoded multiplexer 
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Figure 2.9: Decoded multiplexer 

 

 

Figure 2.10: Multiplexer inside look-up-table 

 

Given the discussion so far, the reader will appreciate that the multiplexer is 

perhaps the most important circuit element in an FPGA, since it is used extensively 

throughout the interconnect and is also used to build LUTs. It is therefore worthwhile to 

review this structure in some detail. Multiplexer are implemented using pass transistor 

logic in FPGAs [22]. Figures 2.8 and 2.9 depict multiplexers, as they would be 

deployed in a routing switch. Transmission gates are not used generally to implement 
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FPGAs multiplexers due to their larger capacitance and area [26]. Figures 2.8 and 2.9 

show two implementations of a 4:1 multiplexer. Figure 2.8 shows a “decoded" 

multiplexer, which needs four configuration SRAM cells to be used in a FPGA routing 

switch. Input-to-output paths through the decoded multiplexer consist of only one 

transistor. Figure 2.9 shows an “encoded" multiplexer that requires only two 

configuration SRAM cells, though has larger delay as its input-to-output paths has two 

series transistors. A combination of the two types in Figures 2.8 and 2.9 can be used in 

large multiplexers which allows trading off between area and delay. In a LUT, the LUT 

inputs drive multiplexer select signals; SRAM cells containing the truth table of the 

LUT's logic function attach to the multiplexer's inputs. A multiplexer in a two-input 

LUT is shown in Figure 2.10. 

2.3. Power dissipation in FPGA 

2.3.1. Dynamic power 

Many recent papers have considered breaking down dynamic power consumption 

in FPGAs [27-29]. [29] analyzed power consumption in the Xilinx Spartan-3 

commercial FPGA. Results are summarized in Figure 2.11. Interconnect, logic, and 

clock load were found to account for 62%, 19%, and 19% of Spartan-3 dynamic power 

respectively. Another similar breakdown was observed in [27]. Clock network usually 

is the major source of power dissipation in ASICs [30], however FPGA power 

breakdown is different than in ASIC where interconnects is the major source of 

dissipation. FPGA Interconnects has the dominant dynamic power due to their 

composition, which consist of prefabricated wire segments, with used and unused 

switches for each wire segment. Such attached switches are not present in custom 

ASICs, and they contribute to the capacitance that must be charged/discharged in a 

logic transition. Moreover, configuration SRAM cells form a significant fraction of 

FPGA’s total area. For example, [31] suggests that SRAM configuration cells takes 

more than 40% of FPGA's logic block area. Such area overhead makes wirelengths in 

FPGAs longer than wirelengths in ASICs. FPGAs interconnects present high capacitive 

loads which makes it the dominant source of dynamic power dissipation.  

 

 

Figure 2.11: Dynamic power breakdown in Spartan-3 FPGA [29] 
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2.3.2. Leakage power 

In comparison with dynamic power dissipation, relatively little has been published 

on FPGA leakage power. One of the few studies was published by Tuan and Lai in 

[32], and examined leakage in the Xilinx Spartan-3 FPGA, a 90nm commercial FPGA 

[33]. Figure 2.12 shows the breakdown of leakage in a Spartan-3 CLB, which is similar 

to the Virtex-4 CLB. Leakage is dominated by that consumed power in the 

interconnect, configuration SRAM cells, and to a lesser extent, LUTs. Combined, these 

structures account for 88% of total leakage. As pointed out in [32], the contents of an 

FPGA's configuration SRAM cells change only during the FPGA's configuration phase. 

Configuration is normally done once at power-up. Therefore, FPGA's SRAM 

configuration speed is not critical, since it does not have impact on the speed of the 

implemented circuit on FPGA. The SRAM cells can be slowed down and their leakage 

can be reduced or eliminated using previously-published low leakage memory 

techniques, such as those in [34], or by using high-VTH for memory cells or using long 

channel transistors. Leakage power didn’t have a big consideration in the design of 

Spartan-3. If SRAM configuration leakage were eliminated to zero, the Spartan-3 LUTs 

and interconnect would account for 26% and 55% of total leakage respectively. Note 

that FPGA design only uses a portion of its resources which is not the case in ASICs. 

Both used and unused portions of FPGA contribute to leakage power. To be sure, [32] 

suggests that up to 45% of leakage in Spartan-3 is “unused" leakage (assuming 

reasonable device utilization). Notably, today's commercial FPGAs do not yet offer 

support for a low leakage sleep mode for unused regions. 

 

 

 

Figure 2.12: Static power breakdown in Spartan-3 FPGA [29] 

2.4. Related work 

    FPGAs power reduction techniques have been explored at all levels of design: 

CAD, architecture, circuits, and devices. CAD techniques basically adapt the core 

algorithm’s cost function to target low-power operation. Architectural level techniques 

evaluate FPGA power as a function of standard parameters: number of LUTs per logic 

block, LUT size, arrangements of logic blocks, segments lengths, etc. 

Device level: some recent research works studied replacing CMOS transistors with 

carbon nanotubes and tunnel FETs [35], other researchers studied using resistive 
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random access memory (RRAM) in FPGA instead of the conventional static random 

access memory (SRAM). Since SRAMs are used in FPGA in many parts: configuration 

RAMs, and LUTs, the impact of any saving of such replacement on the overall power 

saving in FPGA will be significant. In this work we studied using FinFET FPGA 

cluster and MUXs instead of CMOS FPGA for future technology nodes (20nm, 16nm, 

14nm, 10nm, and 7nm) to explore the impact of that replacement on FPGA metrics like 

performance, power, and energy. We also studied the impact of process variations on 

these metrics for FPGA components: MUXs, and flip-flops separately and suggest the 

optimum supply operating point from energy perspective for a set flip-flop topologies. 

Moreover, we studied the process variations on FinFET critical path (Ring ocillator) to 

explore their impact on future technologies. 

In addition, several studies targeted replacing CMOS in FPGA’s MUXs with 

dynamic threshold MOSFET (DTMOS) [16] and showed that DTMOS is a good 

candidate for low power applications. In this work we are proposing using DTMOS in 

FPGA logic blocks and routing fabric for ultra-low power applications and show that 

DTMOS configurable logic block (CLB) consumes less power than equivalent CMOS 

CLB. 

Architecture and circuit level: Several attempts were conducted to determine the 

optimum architecture parameters from energy perspective, such as number of inputs of 

LUT (K), and number of LUTs per cluster (N) since changing each parameter has 

tradeoffs of area, performance and power. For instance, increasing K or N increases 

interconnects and routing inside CLB and hence increases the dynamic power inside 

CLB, on the other hand it reduces the required CLBs to implement the design. Several 

researches have been shown that k = 4 minimizes area and leakage energy [36]. 

Interconnect Architecture: some researcher studied the impact of switchbox 

configuration and segments length on FPGA power [37], results show that using 

segment length = 1 is the most energy efficient. In addition, using unidirectional versus 

bidirectional switches [38].  

Dynamic Voltage Scaling: Dynamic voltage scaling (DVS) saves power by 

lowering the supply voltage, but at the cost of increasing the delay. DVS is useful in 

scenarios where a design needs to operate at a target frequency. In such cases, the 

supply voltage can be reduced to a certain point where the desired frequency is still 

achieved, minimizing the wasted energy on slack. The exact value of VDD can be 

different between chips due to variation and can change over time due to environmental 

variation; hence, an on-chip control circuit with feedback of the delay is used to adjust 

the supply. DVS in FPGAs was examined by [39]. They use a design-specific 

measurement circuit that tracks the delay of a design's critical path to provide feedback 

to the voltage controller. Through this technique energy savings of 4-54% can be 

observed. 

Power Gating: Leakage power forms a big part of FPGA power consumption, and 

it is increasing with technology scaling [32]. FPGAs have significant area overhead due 

to programmability| hence, large portions of an FPGA are often unused. Instead of 

leaving these unused parts to be idle and dissipate leakage power, power gating is 

preferable. In power gating a large, high Vth sleep transistor is inserted between the 

power supply and the block to be gated. The high threshold ensures that leakage 

through the sleep transistor will be negligible. A control bit that can be set at 

configuration time or runtime controls the sleep transistor gate. Many researches have 

studies different points of granularity of power gating in FPGAs. Power gating at the 

gate level is performed in Calhoun et al. [40]; larger power gating blocks are used in 

Gayasen et al. [41], where gate off regions of four CLBs at a time, and that shows 
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leakage power savings around 20%. In addition, that coarse-grained power gating 

accompanied with improved placement achieves results equivalent to fine-grained 

power gating. Rahman et al. [42] mention that the best results can be achieved by using 

a combination of fine and coarse grained power gating. 

Dual supply voltage: To use sleep transistors to select from different supply 

voltages instead of using them to disable/enable logic blocks only. Because not all 

paths in a circuit are critical, only elements on critical paths need to be placed in high 

VDD regions to ensure fast operation; all other block can be on a low VDD region to save 

power. Dual VDD design has been studied extensively in the FPGA literature [43-44], 

typically achieving approximately 50% leakage power savings. 

Dual threshold voltage and Body Biasing: Dual Vth FPGA defines low and high 

threshold regions at fabrication. High threshold voltage reduces leakage power but at 

cost of the delay. Body biased FPGAs are very similar, using embedded circuitry to 

change the body to the source voltage for regions at configuration time which 

effectively changes Vth. A lot of work has been performed to use dual Vth techniques in 

FPGAs [45-46] with applying body biasing in commercial FPGAs [47]. Similar effort 

has been introduced while mapping circuits to dual Vth/body biased/dual supply 

architectures. Critical paths should be placed in low threshold blocks to keep on the 

speed performance, and non-critical paths with sufficient timing slack can be place in 

high Vth regions to reduce leakage energy. Block granularity [45] and body bias voltage 

selection [46] are important factors for power reduction. Previous work of Vth and VDD 

selection was at level of the mapped design, however, it is also useful to use different 

threshold for different circuits in the FPGA architecture according to each circuit role. 

Notably, high Vth devices can reduce the configuration SRAM bit leakage significantly 

without impacting area or delay [29]. Configuration bits are a good candidate for high 

Vth transistors because they constitute a large fraction of FPGA area and are always 

active and leaking. Moreover, configuration bits are configures only once at 

configuration time. Increasing configuration SRAM Vth has been shown to reduce 

leakage energy by 43% for a particular implementation [29]. Today's commercial 

FPGAs are fabricated with three different effective threshold voltages to reduce leakage 

[48].  

Low Swing Interconnect: low swing interconnect segment consists of a driver, a 

wire operating at low voltage, and receiver operating at nominal voltages. The driver 

takes a full swing input and converts it to a low swing interconnect signal and the 

receiver reverts it back. With this technique the amount of dynamic energy dissipated in 

interconnect segments can be reduced significantly; for an FPGA, interconnect energy 

can be reduced by a factor of 2 [49].  

Sub-threshold Design: Some studies show that minimal energy/operation is 

achieved when VDD is set below the threshold voltage. Ryan et al. fabricated an FPGA 

designed for sub-threshold operation, demonstrating a very significant 22x energy 

reduction relative to a conventional FPGA at full VDD [50]. The design used dual VDD, 

low swing interconnect to reduce energy and improve delay. 

 

Other several works targeted optimizing FPGA power from CAD tools on each 

step in CAD flow for FPGAs. CAD Technology Mapping: reduces dynamic power by 

minimizing the inter-LUTs connections switching activity, or reduces the total number 

of these connections thus the overall capacitance and limits duplications. Clustering: 

operates similar to low power technology mapping. Instead of grouping high activity 

gate to gate connections within the same LUT, the target is to place high activity 

connections between LUTs within the same CLB to utilize the more energy efficient 
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local interconnect. Placement: placement algorithms reduce power by attempting to 

place CLBs that have high activity connections between them to be close. Many 

researchers developed placers with modified cost functions to consider switching 

activity. Routing: PathFinder routing algorithm in CAD tools can be modified by 

modifying the cost function to consider net activity and capacitance.  

 

Table 2.1: Previous FPGA power reduction techniques 

Technique Targeted power 
 

Level 

Technology Mapping 

Clustering 

LUT input transformation 

Placement 

Routing 

Glitch reduction 

Total 

Total 

Static 

Total 

Total 

Dynamic 

CAD 

Logic block architecture 

Interconnect architecture 

Dynamic voltage scaling 

Power gating 

Dual VDD 

Dual Vth  

Body biasing 

Low swing signaling 

Sub-threshold operation 

Bus encoding and grouping 

Transistors stacking 

Double-edge flip-flop triggering 

Polarity selection 

Charge recycling 

Interconnect capacitance optimization 

Pulsed signaling 

Total 

Total 

Total 

Static 

Total 

Static 

Static 

Total 

Total 

Total 

Static 

Dynamic 

Dynamic 

Total 

Static 

Architecture 

- Circuit 

Tri oxide 

Low-k dielectric 

Carbon Nanotubes 

Tunnel FET 

RRAM 

Static 

Total 

Total 

Total 

Total 

Device 

 

2.5. Summary 

Table 2.1 summarizes low-power FPGA techniques, the level at which they 

operate, and the type of power reduction. An important note is that the experimental 

parameters for each technique explored in prior work is very different, so the savings 

achieved per technique may not be directly comparable. 
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Chapter 3 : Device Level Power Reduction Techniques  

3.1. Introduction 

 

FPGA power optimization can be amplified by using ultra low power devices such 

as Tunnel-FET, FinFET, and other multi-gate devices. Those devices are able to work 

with ultra-low voltage which would be efficient way to reduce FPGA power 

consumption. In this chapter we are going to discuss about latest advanced devices 

which would be used to implement FPGA. FPGA circuit design will have to cope with 

improved leakage power and large process variations. Replacing MOSFEETs with 

FinFET transistors is expected to reduce the leakage power drastically. We are going to 

discuss the impact of using such devices on FPGA performance. Furthermore we study 

the usage of those circuits in FPGA for low power consumption. 

Leakage power is a major part of the power consumed in nowadays FPGA or ASIC 

designs, hence reducing it has a significant impact on the total power consumption. 

This can be done at the device level by tying the body and the gate of MOSFET to form 

a dynamic threshold MOSFET (DTMOS). DTMOS shows ideal 60 mV/Dec sub-

threshold swing, its threshold voltage is dropped as the gate voltage is raised which 

results in higher current drive compared to the traditional MOSFET. While it keeps 

high threshold voltage when it’s off, hence it has low leakage. The remainder of the 

chapter is organized as the following: Section 3.2 discusses replacing CMOS transistors 

in FPGA with DTMOS and the impact of this replacement on FPGA performance 

metrics and shows DTMOS FPGA SPICE simulation results. Using FinFETs in FPGA 

and how this can reduce FPGA power/enery, and analysis of process variations impact 

on FinFET FPGA components various metrics accompanied with SPICE simulation 

results are presented in Section 3.3. Section 3.4 summarizes the chapter. 

 

 

3.2. DTMOS 

 

 

Dynamic threshold MOS (DTMOS) is introduced to reduce the power dissipation 

and improves the performance of FPGA interconnects. Some studies showed that 

DTMOS can reduce the FPGA interconnect power and enhance the power delay 

product [51-52], for instance [51] shows an average improvement  of 23.35% in power 

delay product (PDP) of simple switch (NMOS pass transistor) and an average 32.83% 

enhancement in Virtex –II FPGA routing interconnects PDP can be obtained by 

replacing NMOS in pass switch with DTMOS. Moreover, [52] showed that by sizing 

DTMOS transistors properly for augmenting fixed reference voltage transistor DTMOS 

and augmenting DTMOS an improvement of 11.19% and 12.32% in delay, and  8.26% 

and 8.29%  in optimum PDP for Virtex-4 90 nm FPGA can be obtained. DTMOS 

mainly consists of conventional CMOS with a connection from transistor gate to the 

body terminal. Prior studies were targeting different MUXs at 90 nm technology node 
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and 65nm PTM models, in this work we are studying DTMOS for more power 

reduction in logic blocks of FPGA using 65nm commercial technology node.  

 

 

Figure 3.1 shows different DTMOS configurations, which are as the following: (a) 

Basic DTMOS: - It consists of NMOS transistor with the body terminal connected to 

the gate terminal. The gate voltage cannot exceed the diode cut-in voltage otherwise a 

large current would flow in the forward-biased body to source and body to drain diodes. 

To overcome above limitation of DTMOS some adoptions have been introduced to the 

basic circuit, which are as follows. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.1: DTMOS configurations [51] 

 

 

(b) DTMOS with augmenting transistor: - This scheme has a main transistor (MT), 

and augmenting transistor (AT). Drain and gate terminals of both (MT) and (AT) are 

shorted, so it is not applicable to share the same augmented transistor between many 

main transistors. 

(c) DTMOS with limiting transistor: - This scheme has MT and a limiting transistor 

(LT) the gate of limiting transistor is connected to a reference voltage (Vref). During 

active mode, MT threshold voltage is reduced by a magnitude of (Vref - Vt). The 

drawback of this scheme is that the LT is always active due to the reference voltage on 

the transistor gate, which increases the tunneling between the gate and the oxide when 

the switch is inactive therefore this scheme has the highest standby leakage among the 

other schemes.  

(d) DTMOS with augmenting fixed reference voltage transistor: - This scheme has 

MT and AT with fixed reference voltage (Vref) applied to AT’s drain. MT’s body bais 

equals (Vref - Vt) while it is ON, since only the two transistors gates are connected, 
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hence it is feasible to share a single AT with many main transistors which is preferable 

in routing based on multiplexer switches in which a select line drives a large tree of 

NMOS pass transistors. This scheme decreases the area overhead by a large margin. It 

can be further divided as follows. 

SMSA- (MT and AT have standard threshold ‘SVt’) this switch consumes low 

power, its delay is also low, but due to SVt of both transistors its leakage consumption 

is highest.  

SMHA- (MT has standard threshold ‘SVt’ and AT has high threshold ‘HVt’ 

voltage) this switch’s delay is slightly higher than SMSA delay since AT has a delay in 

biasing the body because of ‘HVt’, but its leakage is less than SMSA switch.  

HMSA- (MT transistor has high threshold ‘HVt’, and the AT transistor has standard 

threshold ‘SVt’ voltage) this switch’s delay is higher than SMHA due to MT high 

threshold voltage but this scheme has a comparable PDP to SMHA scheme. 

HMHA- (MT and AT have high threshold voltage ‘HVt’) accordingly, this switch’s 

delay and PDP are the highest. PDP is used as the metric to get the optimum switch 

scheme from above DTMOS switches. 

 

 

Figure 3.2 illustrates the simulation setup used and Figures 3.3 to 3.7 show the 

different FPGA routing MUXs configuration, in Table 3.1, covered in prior study [51] 

and the corresponding power delay product result for each. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.2: Simulation setup [51] 
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Figure 3.3: PDP of pass switch vs. DTMOS schemes [51] 

 

 

Table 3.1: Major interconnects in the switch box [51] 

Circuit Description 

IMUX 30:1 MUX and buffer 

OMUX 24:1 MUX and buffer 

DOUBLE 16:1 MUX and buffer 

HEX 12:1 MUX and buffer 

LONG n:1 MUX and buffer 
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Figure 3.4: PDP vs. HEX switch schemes [51] 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.5: PDP vs. IMUX switch schemes [51] 
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Figure 3.6: PDP vs. double switch schemes [51] 

 

 

Figure 3.7: PDP vs. OMUX switch schemes [51] 
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The average reduction using these schemes (with respect to traditional 

interconnect) are 33.27%, 31.80%, 32.8 and 33.38% for HEX, IMUX, DOUBLE and 

OMUX interconnects respectively using 65nm Berkeley PTM technology. 

 

Figures 3.8 to 3.10 show the delay, power, and power delay product of 4-input 

MUX at 90nm with different transistors sizing. Results showed up 12.32% and 11.19% 

in delay, also 8.29% and 8.26% in PDP can be achieved for augmenting transistor 

DTMOS and augmenting fixed reference voltage transistor DTMOS respectively [52]. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.8: Delay vs. size of Augmented and Augmented with fixed reference 

DTMOS [52] 

 

 

 

Figure 3.9: Power vs. size of Augmented and Augmented with fixed reference 

DTMOS [52] 
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Figure 3.10: PDP vs. size of Augmented and Augmented with fixed reference 

DTMOS [52] 

In this work we investigated on delay, power, and power delay product for 4:1 

MUX and 16:1MUX for commercial 65nm process using Cadence virtuoso and Spectre 

simulator. DTMOS MUX consumes less power than CMOS as shown in Figures 3.11 

to 3.14. For instance, 16:1 DTMOS MUX power dissipation is 9.4 times lower than 

equivalent CMOS MUX, however delay is 6.1 times CMOS delay, thus PDP is reduced 

by 35%. 

 

 

Figure 3.11: 4-1 MUX delay DTMOS vs. CMOS 
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Figure 3.12: 4-1 MUX power DTMOS vs. CMOS 

 

 

Figure 3.13: 16-1 MUX delay DTMOS vs. CMOS 
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Figure 3.14: 16-1 MUX power DTMOS vs. CMOS 

3.2.1. DTMOS FPGA structure 

 

In addition to using DTMOS in FPGA interconnects, we studied using DTMOS in 

FPGA logic blocks. The simulated architecture is shown in Figure 2.2. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.15: CLB power DTMOS vs. CMOS 
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DTMOS FPGA cluster reduces power reduction by 85% compared to equivalent 

CMOS cluster, and power delay product (energy) improvement by 3% while 

configuring the cluster to implement 4-inputs NAND gate as a benchmark as described 

in Figure 3.15. 

 

3.3. FinFET 

 

FinFET has been introduced as the promising alternatice for the traditional bulk 

CMOS device for nanoscale technologies, due to its extraordinary characteristics such 

as high ON to OFF current ratio, reduced short channel effects, relative immunity to 

gate line-edge roughness, and enhanced channel controllability. Furthermore, the semi 

ideal sub-threshold behavior gives an indication to the potential application of FinFET 

circuits in near-threshold supply circuits, which dissipates an order of magnitude less 

energy compared to regular strong inversion circuits that operate with the super-

threshold supply voltage. Figure 3.16 shows some of Multi-gate devices like double-

gate MOSFET, tri-gate, and gate-all-around (GAA) FET. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.16: Multi-gate transistors 

 

3.3.1. Predictive technology models 

 

Predictive technology models (PTM) are very critical for early stage co-

optimization of design-technology and circuit design research. Predictive technology 

models are developed by ASU university with co-operation with intel [17] based on 

MOSFET scaling theory, the 2011 ITRS roadmap and early stage silicon data from 

published results and verified against those data. 

 

 

Figure 3.17 shows saturation drive current of PTM-MG models normalized per 

effective width (Weff) for a constant off-current (Ioff=0.1nA/um for LSTP and 

100nA/um for HP) compared to On/OFF currents in ITRS specifications. The PTM-

MG LSTP devices follow the ITRS LSTP trend but are shifted to be slightly stronger 
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Figure 3.17: Saturation current of PTM vs ITRS [17] 

Figure 3.18 shows the top and cross-sectional view of a Fin-FET. The dimensions 

are labeled using the corresponding BSIM-CMG model parameters. The parameters 

used in PTM-MG development are listed in Table 3.2. The behavior of a FinFET 

device is most sensitive to the primary parameters, technology specifications and 

physical parameters. The secondary parameters are useful to fine-tune a fit to the 

complete current-voltage characteristics or capture secondary effects. 

 

 

Figure 3.18: FinFET cross section [17] 
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Table 3.2: PTM-MG models parameters [17] 

Primary parameters 

L Gate length 

TFIN Fin thickness 

HFIN Fin height 

FPITCH Fin pitch 

Technology parameters 

EOT Equivalent oxide 

thickness 

DDV Supply voltage 

DSR Source/drain 

resistance 

Secondary parameters 

PHIG Gate work function 

NBODY Channel doping 

CDSC SD-channel coupling 

ta0E DIBL coefficient 

Physical parameters 

0µ Low field mobility 

satV Saturation velocity 

 

 

Figure 3.19 shows a flowchart describing PTM-MG model development. The 

details of each step are described in [53]. 

 

Figure 3.19: PTM models generation flow [17] 
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PTM-MG used the published results from foundries such as Intel, TSMC, and IBM 

[54-57] to extract the fitting PTM parameters such as DIBL, sub-threshold slope by 

fine-tuning both primary parameters (Gate length, Fin thickness, Fin height, and Fin 

pitch) and secondary parameters (Gate work function, channel doping, source-drain 

channel coupling, and DIBL coefficient) [53] to match on-current and off-current of the 

published results. 

 

For future technologies (Beyond 14nm) PTM-MG model cards are developed 

using ITRS as a reference. The off-current for 14nm technology node and below is 

expected to be (Ioff=0.01nA/um for LSTP and 100nA/um for HP) according to ITRS 

trends [58]. The difference between ITRS off-current and PTM off-current impact on 

transmission gate flip-flop (TG-FF) metrics is evaluated and plotted in Figures 3.20 to 

3.22. We used Cadence virtuoso with Spectre simulator for all simulations. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.20: The difference between ITRS off-current and PTM off-current 

impact on TG-FF power [19] 
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Figure 3.21: The difference between ITRS off-current and PTM off-current 

impact on TG-FF delay [19] 

 

Figure 3.22: The difference between ITRS off-current and PTM off-current 

impact on TG-FF PDP 
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This means that simulation results using nominal PTM-MG parameters have slight 

deviation from fabricated devices with ITRS off-current. For instance, 7nm PTM TG-

FF has power with 5% deviation from similar device with ITRS off-current. 

 

 

 

3.3.2. FinFET FPGA components 

3.3.2.1. Critical path simulation 

Multiplexer is the main building block In FPGAs, since it’s used in both logic 

blocks and routing switches [59], and it is essential building block for datapaths. 

 Reliability is one of the important design challenges for sub-micron technologies 

is. Since decreasing supply voltages, shrinking geometries, increasing clock 

frequencies, and increasing density of circuits all have a great impact on reliability. 

Variations in random dopant fluctuation (RDF), critical dimensions (CD), voltage 

variations, bias temperature instability (BTI), temperature variations, and hot carrier 

injection (HCI) have direct effects on device threshold voltage [60-62]. 

   Some researchers studied designing high performance low power multiplexers 

[63], and benchmarking 7nm FinFET designs using predictive technology models [64]. 

In this work, the performance as well as the power dissipation of critical path (RO) are 

evaluated alongside with variations which results from fabrication factors mentioned 

above within a certain range of threshold voltage variations at different technologies 

(20nm, 16nm, 14nm, 10nm, and 7nm). 

 

We used PTM models for low-standby power devices (LSTP) [17] that are based 

on BSIM-CMG as multi-gate devices (Tri-gate FinFET) for 20 nm down to 7 nm 

technology nodes. We adopted scaling strategy according to PTM models, that 

involves: channel length (L), supply voltage (VDD) scaling, fin height (Hfin), and fin 

thickness (Tfin). For tri-gate FinFET, channel width: 

 

)2( finfinfin THNW                                                 (1) 

 

The nominal threshold voltage is extracted for each technology node by using the 

first derivative of Ids-Vgs characteristic curve as highlighted in Figure 3.23. We 

considered threshold voltage variations in a range of ±18% of the nominal value with 

6% step. The parameters of the simulated FinFET device are tabulated in Table 3.3. 

 

   As technology advances, the nominal threshold voltage decreases due to supply 

voltage decrease to satisfy technology requirements of performance and low power. 

The studied ring oscillator consists of 16 to 1 pass transistor logic multiplexer cascaded 

with three stages of logic gates (2-inputs NAND, 2-inputs NOR, and INV) as shown in 

Figure 3.24.  

 

http://scholar.google.com/citations?view_op=view_citation&hl=en&user=OjV1br8AAAAJ&citation_for_view=OjV1br8AAAAJ:eQOLeE2rZwMC
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Figure 3.23: Extraction of Threshold voltage, the dashed line is the first derivative 

of the drain current, the solid line is the drain current 

 

 

Figure 3.24: Critical path simulation setup [18] 

HCI, and BTI affect the device threshold voltage, typically they shift the threshold 

voltage within ±18% of its nominal value. Temperature, RDF, and variations in CD 

also shift the device threshold voltage.  

 

      The RO is sized with minimal dimensions. Nominal supply voltages, and 

channel lengths are set according to PTM low-standby power models and are reported 

in Table 3.3.  
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Table 3.3: The simulated device parameters 

Device TG-FinFET 

L(nm) 20 16 14 10 7 

Tfin 15 12 10 8 6.5 

Hfin 28 26 23 21 18 

Nfin 1 1 1 1 1 

VDD (V) 0.9 0.85 0.8 0.75 0.7 

 

Figures 3.25 and 3.26 show that the speed performance of the RO is enhanced with 

technology scaling, however it degrades beyond 14nm, however using a higher VDD 

would lead to enhanced performance at the cost of reduced power. Using high mobility 

channel [65] and/or using gate-all-around (GAA) nanowires [66] options have the 

potential to enhance device scaling in that time frame, and are important areas for 

future work. For instance, the time period at the nominal threshold value at 7nm is 

higher than its value at 14nm technology by 18%, however power is reduced by 1.76. 

 

   Performance sensitivity, which is defined as the Δfrequency/nominal frequency, 

increases with technology scaling. For instance, the time period corresponding to +18% 

threshold variation at 7nm is 1.05 times the nominal value, however it’s 0.6 times the 

nominal value at 20nm technology. 

 

    Performance trends are also improved as temperature increases and degraded as 

threshold voltage increases. For instance, the time period at 7nm and 120° is lower than 

at 27° by 0.45. 

 

Trends of power consumption are enhanced with technology scaling as illustrated 

in Figures 3.27 and 3.28 due to supply voltage scaling as well as other technology 

scaling effects. For instance, the nominal threshold voltage power at 7nm is lower than 

its value at 20nm by 0.43. In addition, power sensitivity, which is defined as the 

Δpower/nominal power, has a proportional relationship with technology scaling. For 

instance, +18% threshold variation power at 7nm is reduced by 0.52 of its nominal 

value, however corresponding power at 20nm technology is reduced by 0.41. Power 

consumption trends are enhanced with threshold voltage increase, but degraded with 

temperature increase. For instance, the power at 120° at 7nm is 1.2 times 27° power.  

 

Since the power consumption and the speed always have a trade-off, power delay 

product is used as a metric. Observing PDP trends with technology scaling, it’s is 

continuously improving (decreasing) with technology scaling as shown in Figures 3.29 

and 3.30. For instance, nominal threshold PDP at 7nm is lower than at 20nm 

technology by 0.3. 

 

   Trends of PDP are improved as threshold voltage increase, but degraded as 

temperature increase. For instance, the PDP at 120° at 7nm is higher than at 27° by 0.2. 
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Figure 3.25: RO time period vs. Threshold voltage [18] 

   Ring oscillator frequency is a mandatory metric in evaluating the performance of 

the critical path in digital designs. It is obvious that 14nm technology exhibits the 

optimum performance because of its large saturation current, beyond 14 nm 

technologies performance degrades which leads to searching for alternative device 

scaling options such as using high mobility channel [65] and/or using gate-all-around 

(GAA) nanowires [66]. Despite expecting that the current per unit width to increase as 

technology advances, however RO current is decreasing due to the adopted scaling 

strategies to minimize SCEs, since scaling Tfin, and Hfin, and reducing the effective 

channel width. The time period increases with the threshold voltage increase due to 

driving current limiting. 

 

Figure 3.26: RO time period vs. Temperature [18]  
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   Ring oscillator driving current increases as temperature increases, hence the time 

period is decreased. For instance, the time period at 120° at 7nm is less than at 27° by 

0.45. 

 

Figure 3.27: RO power vs. Threshold voltage [18]  

   The demand on Low power designs increased dramatically nowadays since 

mobile devices have a limited budget of energy and also to reduce the cost of cooling. 

From our study, ring oscillator power dissipation is decreased with technology scaling. 

For instance, the nominal threshold power at 7nm is lower than at 20nm by 0.43. 

 

Figure 3.28: RO power vs. Temperature [18]  
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    Ring oscillator power dissipation has proportional relationship with temperature, 

since the dissipated power of RO is increased as driving current increases. For instance, 

the power at 120° at 7nm is higher than at 27° by 20%. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.29: RO PDP vs. Threshold voltage [18]  

   In addition, PDP trends of RO are decreasing with technology scaling 

continuously. For instance, nominal threshold PDP at 7nm is less than at 20nm 

technology by 0.3. 

 

Figure 3.30: RO PDP vs. Temperature [18]  
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   PDP of RO has increases as temperature increases, because of power dominance. 

Also PDP sensitivity has a proportional relationship with technology scaling. For 

instance, the PDP at 120° at 7nm is higher than the nominal value by 0.2, however the 

PDP at 20nm technology at same temperature is increased by only 0.1. 

 

   From this study, we can observe enhancement of performance with technology 

scaling till 14nm technology node. Power consumption, and PDP decrease with 

technology scaling. 

 

    Threshold voltage increase limits the power consumption, however it has 

negative effect on the performance, but the PDP is enhanced as a total. Temperature 

increase increases the power consumption, and the PDP, however the performance is 

enhanced due to the increase of driving current. 

 

 

Figure 3.31: PTM models power vs. performance [17] 

 

Figure 3.32: PTM models delay vs. supply voltage [17] 
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Performance of RO is degraded with technology scaling beyond 14nm due to 

supply scaling at these technology nodes as shown in Figure 3.31, as with the same 

supply voltage for all technology nodes the performance trend is enhanced even beyond 

14nm as illustrated in Figure 3.32. Simulation results in Figures 3.33 to 3.38 illustrate 

the increase of sensitivity with technology scaling. For instance at 7nm node, the RO 

delay/power/energy change response to temperature increase is higher than the 

corresponding change at 20nm technology node. 

 

Figure 3.33: 7nm delay vs. threshold voltage at 27° and at 120°  

 

Figure 3.34: 20nm delay vs. threshold voltage at 27° and at 120°  
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Figure 3.35: 7nm PDP vs. threshold voltage at 27° and at 120°  

 

Figure 3.36: 20nm PDP vs. threshold voltage at 27° and at 120°  
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Figure 3.37: 7nm power vs. threshold voltage at 27° and at 120°  

 

Figure 3.38: 20nm power vs. threshold voltage at 27° and at 120°  
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We can conclude that performance of FinFET based ring oscillator is evaluated 

using predictive technology models for low standby power with technology scaling. 

Threshold voltage and temperature variations impact on performance metrics is 

illustrated. The results show enhancement of the performance with technology scaling, 

however beyond the 14nm node it degrades as a result of scaling other device 

parameters besides channel length.  

   The study also illustrated that, power consumption is reduced with technology 

scaling, also it showed an improvement in trends of the power delay product, however 

the sensitivity of the power and frequency to threshold and temperature variations is 

increased with technology scaling. Threshold voltage increase has a positive impact on 

PDP while temperature increase has a negative one.  

 

 

3.3.2.2. FinFET flip-flops 

 

Latches and Flip-flops are typically used as elements for data storage, they are 

mandatory blocks for sequential logic circuits, and digital circuits [67]. Flip-flop is an 

essential part of programmable logic devices (PLD), field programmable gate array 

(FPGA), and system on chip (SoC). Flip-flops also can be used for synchronization 

purposes.  

 

Some studies have analyzed PTM circuits with technology scaling [53] [64] [68-

69]. For instance, a simulation study for PTM ring oscillator and basic logic gates is 

discussed [64]. Other studies have discussed analysis of process variations impact on 

Flip-flops. For instance, analysis of process variation impact on CMOS Flip-flops soft 

error rate is discussed [70]. In this work, we report supply voltage impact on four 

FinFET based Flip-flops topologies performance and power at different technology 

nodes starting from 20 nm down to 7 nm, and we obtain the optimum supply voltage 

from energy prespective at each technology node as the optimum supply voltage is used 

by the industry to optimize logic and memory circuitry designs. 

 

 

   Transmission gate Flip-flop in Figure 3.39 is simulated using device parameters 

listed in Table 3.3. Power delay product of transmission gate Flip-flop versus supply 

voltage at each technology node is drawn in Figure 3.40. 
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Figure 3.39: Transmission gate Flip-Flop 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.40: TG-FF power delay product vs. supply voltage for 20nm to 7nm 

nodes [19] 
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   From Figure 3.40, the transmission gate Flip-flop optimum (minimum) power 

delay product (PDP) value at different technology nodes from 20nm down to 10nm 

occurs at 0.7V supply voltage. However, for the 7nm technology node at 0.65V supply 

voltage optimum power delay product is achieved. Figure 3.40 also shows that PDP 

trends of TG FF are improved with technology scaling.  

 

   Sense Amplifier Flip-flop shown in Figure 3.41 is simulated using device 

parameters in Table 3.3 (with Nfin = 2 for pmos). Power delay product of SA Flip-flop 

versus supply voltage at each technology node is illustrated in Figure 3.42. 

 

Figure 3.41: Sense Amplifier Flip-Flop 

 

Figure 3.42: SA-FF and SD-FF power delay product vs. supply voltage fror 20nm 

to 7nm nodes (the solid lines are for SA-FF, and the dotted lines are for SD) [19] 
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   From Figure 3.42, sense amplifier Flip-flop optimum power delay product for 

technology nodes from 20nm to 16nm occurs at 0.75V supply voltage, however for 

technology nodes 14nm and 10nm it occurs at 0.7V supply, and for 7nm technology 

node it occurs at 0.65V supply. From the Figure we also can obtain that PDP trends of 

SA FF are enhanced with technology scaling. 

 

   Semi Dynamic Flip-flop shown in Figure 3.43 is simulated using device 

parameters in Table 3.4. Power delay product of SD Flip-flop versus supply voltage at 

each technology node is illustrated in Figure 3.42. 

 

Figure 3.43: Semi Dynamic Flip-Flop 

 

 

Table 3.4: The simulated device parameters of SD-FF 

Device TG-FinFET 

L(nm) 20 16 14 10 7 

Hfin 28 26 23 21 18 

Nfin (1) 25 22 22 18 15 

Nfin (2) 7 6 6 5 4 

Nfin (3) 5 4 4 3 3 

Nfin (4) 1 1 1 1 1 

 

   Observing SD Flip-flop energy, semi dynamic Flip-flop optimum (minimum) 

supply voltage from power delay product (energy) perspective for technology nodes 

from 20nm and 7nm occurs at 0.65V. SD Flip-flop PDP trends also decrease with 

technology scaling. 
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   We evaluated Tri-gate FinFET based Flip-flops performance according to many 

factors and metrics such as: 

   Critical charge (Qcritical) is defined as the minimum value of the collected 

charge (Qcollected) at storage node of flip-flop that can flip its logic, hence Qcritical be 

used to measure the vulnerability of flip-flop to soft errors. Qcritical can be modeled as 

a measurement metric of the SER for the different flip-flops topologies. The 

recombination of those collected charges results in a current pulse with very short 

duration which probably cause soft errors [70]. 

  

   The critical charge is calculated at all nodes of each flip-flop for the 1-to-0 flip 

and the 0-to-1 flip at the output node. Then, the node that has the smallest critical 

charge is selected as the most susceptible node to soft errors (Node X in Figure 3.39, 

and Figure 3.43, and “S” in Figure 3.41). Soft Errors Rate (SER) of the different four 

Flip-flops types at the nominal supply voltage of each technology node is reported in 

Table 3.5. 
 

   

Table 3.5: Soft errors rate (In coulombs) 

Tech. node 20nm 
 

16nm 14nm 10nm 7nm 

Nominal 

supply 

0.9V 0.85V 0.8V 0.75V 0.7V 

TG 1.25f 1.25f 1.25f 1f 0.75f 

SA 0.25f 0.25f 0.25f 0.25f 0.25f 

SD 2.5f 2f 2f 1.75f 1.25f 
 

    From Table 3.5, the sense amplifier Flip-flop is the most vulnerable type to soft 

errors, while semi dynamic (SD) Flip-flop is the least vulnerable one to soft errors. 

Also technology scaling impact on SER of FinFET exhibits a similar trend to CMOS 

technology (SER is decreased with technology scaling in both of CMOS and FinFET). 

   Delay (Clk-Q) is key metric for evaluating the performance of Flip-flops. Our 

study shows that Flip-flops performance is enhanced with increasing the supply 

voltage, for 7nm TG Flip-flop increasing the supply voltage from 0.5V to 1V the 

performance is enhanced by 3.14 of its value at 0.5V. 
 

   The power is decreasing continuously with scaling down the technology as a 

result of shrinking the channel length and the scaling of the supply voltage. 

   The study also shows that Flip-flops power dissipation is increased with 

increasing the supply voltage, for 7nm TG Flip-flop the supply voltage from 0.5V to 

1V the power dissipation at 1V supply voltage is 4.55 times its value at 0.5V. 

   By observing PDP trends with technology scaling, we obtained the optimum 

supply for each Flip-flop topology with technology scaling from 20nm to 7nm. The 

study also illustrates that PDP of each Flip-flop topology is improved with technology 

scaling. 
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   In this section we recommend each Flip-flop for a specific application according 

to the obtained simulation results (Not listed) such as: 

 

   Semi dynamic (SD) Flip-flop is the fastest one of the four types, also it has 

negative setup time, so it is very good choice for high performance systems (within 

available power budget), however it is the most power consuming and has hold time. 

  Transmission gate (TG) Flip-flop is the least power consuming compared to the 

other Flip-flops, it has positive setup time and small clock to output delay and it has the 

minimum number of transistors, however its Clock load is high. 

   Sense Amplifier (SA) Flip-flop has a very useful feature of monotonous 

transitions at its outputs, which drives fast domino logic; however its rise and fall times 

degrade speed, and also cause glitches in successive logic stages, which increases total 

power consumption. SA-FF is considered as the most vulnerable topology to soft errors 

because of its small flipping time [70]. While SD-FF is considered as the least 

vulnerable one. 

 

The performance of FinFET Flip-flops is evaluated with technology scaling. 

Supply voltage effects on performance metrics are illustrated. The results show that, 

TG, SA, and SD Flip-flops have better performance and power with technology scaling, 

also the optimum supply voltage from energy saving perspective for each technology 

node is reported.   The study also shows SER values for each Flip-flop topology with 

technology scaling. 

 

   Some design insights and Flip-flop choice recommendation are obtained and 

reported. For instance, SD FF is the optimum topology for high performance designs. 

From power consumption point of view, TG-FF is the optimum once since it is the least 

power consuming Flip-flop among the three discussed topologies. 

 

 

Threshold voltage increase has a positive impact on trends of TG-FF PDP, while 

temperature increase has a negative impact. For instance, the PDP at +18% increase of 

its nominal threshold voltage value at 7nm is less than the nominal value PDP by 0.18.  

 

   Energy of Flip-flop is improved with temperature increase. For instance, at 

16nm, PDP at 120° is lower than PDP at room temperature value by 0.065. 

 

We analyzed the impact of temperature and threshold voltage variations on TG-FF 

as shown in Figures 3.44 to 3.49. Trends of PDP are improved with threshold voltage 

increase and degraded with temperature increase, for instance, the PDP at +18% 

increase of its nominal threshold voltage value at 7nm is lower than PDP at the nominal 

value by 0.18. Energy of Flip-flop is improved with temperature increase. For instance, 

at 16nm, PDP at 120° is lower than PDP at room temperature value by 0.065. 
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Figure 3.44: TG-FF Delay vs. Threshold voltage  

 

Figure 3.45: TG-FF Delay vs. Temperature  
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Figure 3.46: TG-FF Power vs. Threshold voltage  

 

Figure 3.47: TG-FF Power vs. Threshold voltage  
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Figure 3.48: TG-FF PDP vs. Threshold voltage  

 

 

Figure 3.49: TG-FF PDP vs. Temperature  
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   Clocked CMOS Flip-Flop shown in Figure 3.50 is simulated using device 

parameters in Table 3.3. Figures 3.51 to 3.56 show the delay, power, and PDP of 

Clocked CMOS Flip-Flop. This Flip-Flop is insensitive to overlap since the rise and fall 

times of the clock edges (clock slew) are sufficiently small. 

 

Figure 3.50: Clocked CMOS flip-flop 

 

Figure 3.51: C2MOS-FF Delay vs. Threshold voltage  
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Figure 3.52: C2MOS-FF Delay vs. Temperature  

 

Figure 3.53: C2MOS-FF Power vs. Threshold voltage  
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Figure 3.54: C2MOS-FF Power vs. Temperature  

 

Figure 3.55: C2MOS-FF PDP vs. Threshold voltage  
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Figure 3.56: C2MOS-FF PDP vs. Temperature  

   Sense Amplifier Flip-Flop consists of sense amplifier in the first stage and slave 

set-reset (SR) latch in the second stage. Sense Amplifier Flip-Flop shown in Figure 

3.41 is simulated using device parameters in Table 3.3 (Nfin = 2 for pmos). Figures 3.57 

to 3.62 show the delay, power, and PDP of Sense Amplifier Flip-Flop. 

 

Figure 3.57: SA-FF Delay vs. Threshold voltage  
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Figure 3.58: SA-FF Delay vs. Temperature  

 

Figure 3.59: SA-FF Power vs. Threshold voltage  
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Figure 3.60: SA-FF Power vs. Temperature  

 

Figure 3.61: SA-FF PDP vs. Threshold voltage  
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Figure 3.62: SA-FF PDP vs. Temperature  

   Semi Dynamic Flip-Flop shown in Figure 3.43 is simulated using device 

parameters in Table 3.4. Figures 3.63 to 3.68 show the delay, power, and PDP of Semi 

Dynamic Flip-Flop. The Flip-Flop consists of a dynamic front-end and a static backend, 

that is why it is semi dynamic circuit. 

 

Figure 3.63: SD-FF Delay vs. Threshold voltage  
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Figure 3.64: SD-FF Delay vs. Temperature  

 

Figure 3.65: SD-FF Power vs. Threshold voltage  
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Figure 3.66: SD-FF Power vs. Temperature  

 

 Figure 3.67: SD-FF PDP vs. Threshold voltage  
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Figure 3.68: SD-FF PDP vs. Temperature  

 

 

   From this work, we figured out that Semi dynamic (SD) flip-flop is the fastest 

one of the four types. Also it has negative setup time, so it’s very good choice for high 

performance systems (within available power budget), however it’s the most power 

consuming and has hold time. 

 

  Compared to the other flip-flops, transmission gate (TG) flip-flop is the least 

power consuming type. It has positive setup time and small clock to output delay. It has 

also the minimum number of transistors compared to other three types, but it has high 

clock load though. 

   Clocked CMOS flip-flop has small clock load, achieved by the local clock 

buffering, also it’s robust to clock slope variation due to the local clock buffering, 

however, it is  slower than TG flip-flop. 

 

 

   The PDP sensitivity (variation) increases with technology scaling in flip-flops, 

this can be illustrated in Figure 3.49, Figure 3.56, Figure 3.62, and Figure 3.68 where 

7nm technology node has a high rise in PDP value at high temperature values (power is 

the dominant factor of this increase). 
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3.3.3. FinFET  FPGA cluster 

 
Adder and NAND benchmarks 

 

 

   Two benchmarking circuits are simulated (2-bit adder, and 4-bit NAND) with 

technology scaling from 20nm technology node to 7nm. 
 

 

 

Figure 3.69: Delay of 2-bit adder, and 4-bit NAND circuits for 20nm to 7nm nodes, 

the dashed line are for 7nm and 10nm at VDD = 0.8 

 

 

    Delay trend is enhanced with technology scaling. However, beyond 14nm 

technology node performance is degraded. However using a higher VDD would lead to 

better performance, this will be at the cost of power reduction as presented in Figure 

3.69. Device scaling options such as using high mobility channel [65] and/or using 

gate-all-around (GAA) nanowires [66] have the potential to enhance device scaling in 

this time frame. 

 

   Using supply voltage of 0.8V keeps on performance enhancement trend with 

technology scaling at 10nm and 7nm technologies. For instance, 7nm 2-bit adder delay 

at 0.8V supply is 80.645 ps while it is 152.35 ps at the nominal supply voltage at this 

technology node (VDD = 0.7V). 
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   Observing power consumption trends in Figure 3.70, 2-bit adder consumes more 

power than 4-bit NAND as its switching factor is greater than NAND one. Also, power 

trends indicate an improvement with technology scaling till 10nm. Since SRAM’s in 

FPGA LUT is configured once at FPGA programming phase, leakage power is the 

dominant source of the average power dissipation. As leakage power increases with 

technology scaling, SRAM’s leakage power affects the overall average power 

significantly at 7nm which leads to power dissipation increase at this technology node.   

 
 

 

Figure 3.70: Power consumption of 2-bit adder, and 4-bit NAND circuits for 20nm 

to 7nm nodes, the dashed line are for 7nm and 10nm at VDD = 0.8 

 

 

      The higher supply voltage keeps on performance improvement with technology 

scaling but this at cost of power reduction at 10nm and 7nm technologies as discussed 

earlier. For instance, 7nm 2-bit adder power at 0.8V supply is 7.4496 uw while it is 

4.3932 uw at the nominal supply voltage at this technology node (VDD = 0.7V). 
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Figure 3.71: PDP of 2-bit adder, and 4-bit NAND circuits for 20nm to 7nm nodes, 

the dashed line are for 7nm and 10nm at VDD = 0.8 

 

 

   PDP is a key metric in evaluating any digital circuit as it indicates the energy 

consumption and hence battery life for portable devices. PDP trends in Figure 3.71 also 

indicate improvement of energy consumption with technology scaling from 20nm down 

to 14nm. 

 

 

   While using higher supply voltage (VDD = 0.8V in this case) increases power 

consumption at 10nm and 7nm technologies, the overall PDP is enhanced. For instance, 

7nm 2-bit adder PDP at 0.8V supply is 600.773 aJ while it is 669.304 aJ at the nominal 

supply voltage at this technology node (VDD = 0.7V) which is equivalent to 10.24% 

energy reduction. 
 

    

Cascaded flip-flops chain benchmark 
 

   Cascaded flip-flops chain consists of three cascaded flip-flops path, it is formed 

by driving one of first BLE inputs and connecting its output to one of the inputs of the 

second BLE and second BLE output to one of the inputs of the third BLE. Simulations 

are done at 200 MHz frequency with phase difference 400ps from FPGA cluster inputs. 

 

   Delay, power consumption, and PDP trends with technology scaling of the 

benchmark circuit are presented below in Figures 3.72 to 3.74. 
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Figure 3.72: Delay of cascaded chain circuit for 20nm to 7nm nodes 

 

   The performance of Cascaded flip-flops chain is predicted to be worse than adder 

and NAND circuits, as flip-flops are triggering on clock edges. Monitoring 

performance with technology scaling, it has the same trend (enhanced from 20nm down 

to 14nm), for instance, 14nm technology node has a speed 3% higher than 20nm speed.  

 

Figure 3.73: Power consumption of cascaded chain circuit for 20nm to 7nm nodes 
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   Power consumption trend also is reduced with technology scaling as a result of 

supply voltage scaling with technology. 

 

 

   Cascaded flip-flops chain’s PDP trend has its optimum value at 10nm technology 

node, however, 14nm technology node has a better performance, 10nm node is less 

power consuming than 14nm node. PDP also is improved with technology scaling. 
 

 

Figure 3.74: PDP of cascaded chain circuit for 20nm to 7nm nodes 

 

 

FinFET-Based FPGA cluster’s performance evaluation  
 

   We evaluated Tri-gate FinFET-Based FPGA cluster’s performance based on 

metrics such as: 
 

Operations Delay  

 

Delay is an essential parameter in evaluating the performance of any digital circuit. 

Observing its trend with the technology scaling, the delay is decreasing with scaling 

down the technology continuously as a result of shrinking the channel length despite 

the scaling of the supply voltage which usually leads to degradation in the delay. FPGA 

cluster’s performance is enhanced with technology scaling. For instance, 7nm 2-bit 

adder circuit speed (performance) is 15% higher its value at 20nm. 
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Power consumption  

 

   Power dissipation is the major metric for low power designs. Recently there has 

been a huge of interest in low-power devices and design techniques. The power 

dissipation` is continuously decreasing with scaling down the technology as a result of 

shrinking the channel length and the scaling of the supply voltage. For instance, 7nm 

cascaded flip-flop chain circuit power consumption is reduced by 41% from its value at 

20nm. 
    

Power Delay Product 

 

   As the power and delay always have a trade-off, PDP product is an important key 

metric in circuit’s evaluation. PDP is enhanced with technology scaling from 20nm to 

14nm. For instance, 7nm 2-bit adder circuit PDP is reduced by 43% from its value at 

20nm. 
 

 

Some design insights based on nominal simulations 
 

   Power consumption of the simulated FPGA cluster is decreased with technology 

scaling from 20nm down to 10nm, however, it’s increased at 7nm due to the large static 

power of SRAMs at that technology node. 

 

   Cluster speed is increased with technology scaling starting from 20nm down to 

14nm but it’s degraded beyond 14nm. While using higher VDD would lead to better 

performance, this will be at the cost of power reduction. 
  

   PDP is reduced with technology scaling from 20nm down to 14nm technology 

node which makes it necessary to looking for alternative scaling options such as using 

high mobility channel [65] and/or gate-all-around (GAA) nanowires [66] to keep on 

technology scaling beyond 14nm technology node. 

 

3.4. Summary 

Designing ultra-low power FPGAs requires looking for new devices to use instead 

of the conventional CMOS MOSFETs, multi-gate devices and DTMOS have low 

leakage current and can operate with low voltage supply which leads to large power 

reduction in the FPGA. We studied using DTMOS and FinFET in FPGA 

implementation. DTMOS offers power reduction by 85% more than equivalent CMOS 

FPGA cluster configuring it as NAND gate. FinFET provides large power reduction 

and better performance compared to CMOS. Some design insights are drawn for FPGA 

designers in sub 20nm technologies era. 
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Chapter 4 : Circuit Level Power Reduction Techniques  

4.1. Introduction 

Interconnect plays a dominant role in dynamic, and static (leakage) power 

dissipation of FPGAs. In comparison with custom ASICs, FPGA interconnect presents 

a high capacitive load, due to the presence of lengthy pre-fabricated wire segments and 

the programmable routing switches attached to each wire. Dynamic power scales in 

direct proportion to amount of capacitance switched in a logic transition. Leakage 

power, on the other hand, is proportional to total transistor width and interconnect 

comprises roughly 2/3 of an FPGA's total silicon area [25]. The influence of 

interconnect on overall FPGA power implies that any future low-power FPGA must 

include a low-power interconnection fabric. This chapter presents a novel FPGA 

routing switch design that reduce dynamic power dissipation. 

FPGA has an interesting property that it has many unused routing conductors, due 

to its routing flexibility, which can be used as reservoirs to the used conductors. 

Recycling charges through the unused reservoirs reduces the amount of charges needed 

to be drawn from the supply to charge the used conductors during rising transition. The 

remaining of the chapter is organized as the following: Section 4.2 shows a detailed 

description of FPGA routing fabric. Charge recycling idea is presented in Section 4.3. 

The proposed FPGA switch, analysis of maximum power saving than can be obtained 

from the multiple charge recycling technique, and SPICE simulation results are 

provided in Section 4.4.  Section 4.5 describes application of the proposed FPGA 

switch in CAD tools. An experimental study of CAD tools application of the proposed 

technique using set of benchmarks is provided in Section 4.6.  The summary of the 

chapter is drawn in Section 4.7. 

4.2. FPGA Routing Fabric Hardware 

 

Typically FPGA routing fabric consists of: connection boxes (CBs) to connect 

logic clusters (CLBs) to routing wires, switch boxes (SBs) which add flexibility of 

routing paths through the entire routing fabric. Island FPGA architecture (which is 

commonly used) is shown in Figure 4.1(a). Switch box has many buffered routing 

switches as shown in Figure 4.1(b). The circuit consists of m-inputs multiplexer, level 

restorer followed by an inverter which form a buffer, the PMOS transistor in the level 

restorer is used to retrieve logic ‘1’ since the MUX is implemented using NMOS pass 

transistors which has a poor logic ‘1’. 
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(a) FGPA top level architecture 

 

(b) Routing switch (driver) 

Figure 4.1: FPGA circuits structures 

 

 

Since modern FPGAs have more flexible routing, the routing fabric power 

consumption is the dominant part of FPGA total power consumption as mentioned in 

[29] that it forms 62% of total power consumption. This fact encourages us to work 

more on reducing routing power which will has a large reflect on reducing the total 

FPGAs power. 

 
 

4.3. Charge Recycling 

Several previous studies conducted charge recycling in ASIC designs, usually in 

design of on-chip busses [71-73] as shown in Figures 4.2 to 4.5. The main idea of 

charge recycling is to store some the wasted charges during a transition of a signal from 

high to low on another conductor (friend), and to re-use some of them charges during a 

transition from low to high so that this amount of charges is saved from being drawn 
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from the supply. Figure 4.6(a) shows charge recovery phase, while a signal on load 

capacitor (CL) is falling, instead of connecting it to the ground directly, the load 

capacitor is disconnected from the supply and connected to a reservoir capacitor (CR) 

for a period of time so that they share the charges between them. After sharing the 

charges between them (each capacitor has a voltage of VDD/2), the load capacitor is 

disconnected from the reservoir and connected to the ground to complete transition to 

logic ‘0’. 

 

Figure 4.2: Charge recycling in CMOS [71] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4.3: Charge recycling CMOS circuit [71] 
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Figure 4.4: Bus charge recycling [72] 

 

 

 

Figure 4.5: Bus charge recycling circuit [72] 
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(a). Charge recovery during falling signal transition  

 

 

 

 

 

(b). Charge recycling during rising signal transition  

Figure 4.6: FPGA charge recycling [74] 

 

 

Figure 4.6(b) shows charge recycling phase, while a signal on load capacitor (CL) 

is rising, instead of connecting it to the supply directly, the load capacitor is 

disconnected from the ground and connected to a reservoir capacitor (CR) for a 

sufficient time so that they share the charges (each capacitor has a voltage of VDD/4). 

Then, the load capacitor is disconnected from the reservoir and connected to the supply 

to complete the full transition to logic ‘1’, in this case the load will be charged with 

only 0.75VDD and 25% of VDD is saved. 
 

   The new proposed idea is to use multiple charge recycling phases on more than 

one reservoir sequentially. When a signal is going to make a falling transition followed 

by a rising one it go through a charge recovery + recycling   (completes a cycle). Figure 

4.7(a) shows the second cycle charge recovery phase where the reservoir has VDD/4 as 

an initial value from first cycle above, and Figure 4.7(b) shows that the load capacitor 

saves 5VDD/16 from being drawn from the supply. On the other hand the proposed 

technique shows that 6VDD/16 can be saved, which implies 6% more saving, Figure 4.8 

illustrates the first and second cycle’s charge recovery and recycling phases. 
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 (a). Charge recovery of falling signal during second cycle 

 

 

 (b). Charge recycling of rising signal during second cycle 

Figure 4.7: FPGA charge recycling second cycle [74] 

 

 

   (a). Charge recovery of falling signal in multiple CR  
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   (b). Charge recycling of rising signal in multiple CR  

   

 (c). Charge recovery of falling signal during second cycle in multiple CR  
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(d). Charge recycling of rising signal during second cycle in multiple CR 

Figure 4.8: Multiple charge recycling phases 

 

4.4. CR-Capable Interconnect Buffer 

 

In charge recycling, when a signal is going to be discharged we store the charges 

from the signal using charge reservoirs and when that signal is going to rise again we 

reuse the stored charges from reservoirs before connecting the signal to VDD. Unused 

routing conductors are used as reservoirs and thus we don’t have to create new 

capacitors to be used as reservoirs. The maximum theoretically energy reduction is 

found to be 33 % for the CR technique [74]. Figure 4.9 illustrates multiple CR output 

signal waveforms during falling and rising transitions, the rising of such signal consists 

of three phases, the output is charged to intermediate value VL1 from charge sharing 

with the first reservoir, then it’s charged to intermediate value VL2 from sharing with 

the second reservoir, and finally it’s connected to the supply to be fully charged to VDD. 

Similarly, during a falling transition, the output is discharged to intermediate value 

VH1 from sharing with the first reservoir, then it’s discharged to intermediate value 

VH2 from sharing with the second reservoir and finally it’s connected to the ground to 

be fully discharged. 
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(a). Waveform of a rising multiple CR signal 

 

 

(b). Waveform of a falling multiple CR signal 

Figure 4.9: Rising and falling signals in multiple CR 

 

   After several transitions, the intermediate values VL1, VL2, VH1, and VH2 will 

settle to constant values. Assuming equal capacitors (the load, and reservoirs) those 

intermediate values will be: 
 

𝑉𝐻1 =
V

DD
+ VL1

2
                                        (2) 

 

𝑉𝐻2 =
VH1+ 𝑉𝐿2

2
                                      (3) 

 

𝑉𝐿1 =
VH1

2
                                                   (4) 

 

𝑉𝐿2 =
V𝐿1 + 𝑉𝐻2

2
                                      (5) 
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Which implies approximately 44% power saving theoretically using our multiple 

CR technique.  

 

   CR capable FPGA interconnect buffer is designed in a way that the driving 

buffer is disabled at a transition for a period of time in which the load and reservoir 

capacitors are sharing charges and enabled after charge sharing to continue the falling 

or rising transition thus the supply doesn’t have to draw the full VDD to go to logic ‘1’ 

as the load is already storing some charges from sharing with the reservoir. This 

behavior is implement using the CR buffer circuit which is illustrated in Figure 4.10 

[74]. The CR buffer comprises of input stage which drives the input signal to the output 

and has two modes: conventional driver, and CR mode, and delay line circuit which 

generate a delayed version of the input signal, and charge sharing circuit to share the 

load and reservoir capacitors during the difference time between the input and the 

delayed version (the delay line time).  

 

   The two SRAM configuration cells shown in Figure 4.10 select the mode of the 

buffer to be in CR mode, normal mode or tri-stated mode. At a transition on VIN, the 

delay line generates a delayed version of it DLOUT. As there is a difference between 

the two signal (VIN, and DLout) the input stage is tri-stated and CR circuit is activated 

to allow sharing between the load and reservoir. After transition propagates, VIN, 

DLout signals are equal which disconnects the CR circuit and enables the input stage to 

continue the output transition to VDD or GND. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.10: CR buffer circuit [74] 

 

 

   Our proposed buffer is shown in Figure 4.11, it consists of the reference buffer in 

[74] with additional delay line and CR circuits for the second reservoir. We exploit the 

pulsed charge recycling property here where the load capacitor is connected for sharing 

to the second reservoir after sharing with the first reservoir is done, this technique can 
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be used with more number of reservoir to share charges between the load and the 

reservoirs sequentially, the input stage is tri-stated during all reservoirs sharing and 

enabled after last one sharing. The second delay line circuit in the buffer consists 

mainly of four cascaded current-starved inverters to delay its input signal.  The sub-

circuits used in the buffer are shown in Figures 4.12 to 4.14. 

 

 

Figure 4.11: The proposed multiple CR buffer 

 

Figure 4.12: CR delay line [74] 
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Figure 4.13: CR input stage [74] 

 

Figure 4.14: CR charge recycling sub-circuit [74] 
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   We studied using many reservoirs sequentially as this technique will lead to more 

power saving. However, this saving is at the cost of performance as the load capacitor 

should waits for sharing with each reservoir before completing the transition. Figure 

4.15 shows the idea of sequential charge recycling and how it can save more power. We 

also analyzed the amount of saving at each number of reservoir used in both cases: 

ideal case where the circuit control is done through ideal switches (overhead of control 

circuits is not counted), and actual case where the overhead of control circuits is 

considered as illustrated in Figure 4.16, and Figure 4.17 respectively. 
 

 

 

Figure 4.15: Multiple charge recycling idea 
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   Figure 4.16 describes the ideal case where that the amount of power saving 

increases with increasing the number of reservoirs, but after using three reservoirs the 

increase of saving looks to be semi flat. Figure 4.17 describes the actual case where the 

power saving is enhanced with increasing the number of reservoirs from one reservoir 

to two but it is degraded for reservoirs more than two which is the optimum number of 

reservoirs to be used using the CR capable buffer circuit described above. 

 

Figure 4.16: Ideal multiple charge recycling power saving 

 

 

Figure 4.17: Actual multiple charge recycling power saving 

 

   SPICE simulation results of the charge recycling technique is done using 

HSPICE with 65nm commercial process with load capacitor of 200fF and 50MHz 

frequency [74], it shows that 26% of power saving can be achieved by this technique. 
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   Multiple charge recycling technique shows 32% power saving using Spectre 

simulator and Cadence virtuoso tool with 65nm process and 50MHz frequency also, 

this power saving increase is obtained from charging recycling with the second 

reservoir as shown in the Figure 4.18 since the load capacitor output signal has two 

initial values obtained from recycling with each reservoir sequentially before the driver 

starts pumping the remaining charges to complete rising transition. The average delay 

of the proposed driver is 3.4 times the delay of the conventional driver. 
 

 

Figure 4.18: SPICE simulation waveforms of output and reservoirs. Blue for 

output, red for the first reservoir, and green for the second reservoir 

 

4.5. Tool support 

 

As multiple charge recycling technique is useful for power saving when unused 

conductors are exist adjacent to the used ones to be considered as reservoirs, an 

additional effort should be made during routing the application circuit to increase the 

opportunity that the signals which are non-timing critical and have high activity to be 

routed through CR capable switches and to have adjacent unused segments to be used 

as reservoirs.  

The VPR router uses the PathFinder algorithm [75] which routes individual 

driver/load connections one at a time and uses a cost function to find a low cost path 

through the routing fabric from a driver to a load. The baseline cost function defined in 

VPR is: 

 

Costn  = (1 - Criti) . congs_costn + Criti . delay_costn 

 

 

   The cost function considers the routability for non-timing crictical signals and the 

delay for timing critical ones. Our modification to the VPR router is to consider also to 

put the CR preferable signals (signals with high activity and non-timing critical) in 
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multiple CR mode, and ensure that their reservoirs are kept unused, accordingly the 

modified cost function is implemented as: 

 

 

Costn  = (1 - Criti) . [congs_costn + (1 - αi). (res1_costn + res2_costn ) + αi . (PF . 

(res1_occn + res2_occn) + GF . not_crn)] + Criti . delay_costn 

 

 

 PF and GF are scalar tuning variables (empirically determined), and res1_costn is 

equal to (1 − Critj) · αj, where j is the index of the connection currently occupying the 

first potential reservoir of node n, similarly res2_costn for the second reservoir. 

res1_occn is a binary variable which equals one in case the CR capable switch’s first 

reservoir is used, and res2_occn for the second reservoir, and not_crn is a binary 

variable which equal one in case the signal to be routed doesn’t use CR capable switch. 

Our target is to route nets with high activity and sufficient slack to use CR capable 

switches with unoccupied reservoirs since if any of the two reservoirs is occupied this 

will lead to power saving opportunity lose. Thus the second term in the modification 

penalizes such cases, while the first term penalizes the case where we use one of the 

two reservoirs of another CR preferable switch while we route the current net.   The last 

term penalizes the case where the current net is CR preferable switch but routed 

through non CR capable switch.  

 

 

 

4.6. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY 

To assess the merits of the proposed buffer circuit and CAD flow, we used the set 

of benchmark circuits packaged with VPR 7.0 [76]. Our baseline non-CR-capable 

architecture contains unidirectional wire segments which span four CLB tiles, and uses 

the Wilton switch block [77], and has logic blocks with ten 6-LUTs/FFs per CLB. We 

simulated all benchmark circuits on the baseline architecture to determine the minimum 

channel width (Wmin). Then we used W = 1.3 × Wmin in all simulations to reflect a 

medium stress. We computed signals switching activity using ACE switching activity 

estimator tool [78]. We made the following assumptions about the architecture in our 

study: (1) each routing segment is paired with two other routing segments and either 

can serve as the reservoir for the other, and (2) the paired routing conductors have the 

same start/end points but run in opposite directions. The power saving results 

correspond to 26% saving for CR switch, and 32% saving for multiple CR switch. The 

results for fully multiple CR capable switches architecture are detailed in Table 4.1. 

The results show 23.4% power saving for multiple CR technique, the power saving is 

diminished from 32% to 23.4% since not all the signals can be put in multiple CR 

mode, on the other hand, the CR reference technique shows 20.75% saving, we suspect 

that the difference between this result and the reference result is due to the difference 

between routing paring algorithm and the power model used. 

 

   We also studied the area overhead to implement such architecture, we used 

minimum width transistor as the area measurement unit since it’s used in VPR as the 

area metric. The total area overhead of the proposed switch equals 89 minimum width 
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transistor, 77 minimum width transistor for CR circuits, delay lines, and input stage 

circuit, and 12 minimum width transistor for the two SRAMs used for mode selection. 

The proposed technique shows a routing area increase by 50%, while the total area is 

increased by 6.1% which means an increase by 3% (√1.061) in each x and y 

dimensions for square tile layout. Hence the power reduction (23.4%) exceeds the 

increase of wire capacitance (3% at most) 

 

 

Table 4.1: Power reduction and area overhead of each benchmark circuit in fully 

populated with Multiple CR switches archirecture 

Circuit CR Pwr 

Red. 

Multiple 

CR Pwr 

Red. 

CR 

Routing 

Area 

Increase 

Multiple 

CR 

Routing 

Area 

Increase 

diffeq1 25% 28.2% 26% 50.9% 

raygentop 22% 24% 25.3% 50% 

sha 21% 24% 24.3% 48% 

blob_merge 15% 18% 24.2% 47.9% 

stereovision0 21% 23% 23.4% 46.3% 

or1200 19% 22.3% 24.3% 48.1% 

mkSMAdapter4B 22% 25% 24.6% 48.6% 

boundtop 21% 23% 25% 49.5% 

Geomean 20.8% 23.4% 25.5% 50.4% 

4.7. Summary 

Power dissipation in FPGAs is dominated by interconnection fabric consumption, 

which makes low-power interconnect a mandatory for future low-power FPGAs. In this 

chapter, we proposed a novel multiple charge recycling technique to reduce 

interconnections power by recycling charges using unused conductors exploiting the 

fact that many of FPGA conductors remain unused. The proposed design offers 32% 

power saving in SPICE simulations. We also proposed the modifications needed for 

CAD tools to support the multiple charge recycling switch, and run a set of benchmarks 

to evaluate power savings and area overhead, using VTR project benchmarks the 

proposed technique offers 23.4% power saving and 6.1% total area increase. 
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Discussion and Conclusions 

   Technology scaling trends imply a dramatic increase in leakage power and a 

steady increase in dynamic power with each successive process generation. Field-

programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) require considerable hardware overhead to offer 

programmability, making them less power-efficient than custom ASICs for 

implementing a given logic circuit. The huge number of transistors on the largest FPGA 

chips suggest that the power trends associated with scaling may impact FPGAs more 

severely than custom ASICs. Despite this, until recently, the majority of published 

research on FPGA CAD and architecture, as well as the focus of the commercial 

vendors, has been on improving FPGA speed and density. Power management in 

FPGAs will be mandatory at the 65nm technology node and beyond to ensure correct 

functionality, provide high reliability, and to reduce packaging costs. Furthermore, 

lower power is needed if FPGAs are to be a viable alternative to ASICs in low-power 

applications, such as battery-powered electronics. 

 

This dissertation has contributed new device level and circuit-level techniques for 

the optimization of FPGA power consumption: 

 

Chapter 3 looked at device level techniques to reduce FPGA power consumption 

and considered two techniques. The first technique involves replacing traditional 

CMOS MOSFETs in FPGA cluster with FinFET devices using predictive technology 

models for multi-gate devices for technologies 20nm, 16nm, 14nm, 10nm, and 7nm. 

Each component of FPGA cluster is evaluated separately in terms of digital metrics: 

power, performance, and energy considering process variations like threshold voltage 

variations due to HCI and BTI, and temperature variations. This work has been 

published in [18]. Optimum supply voltage for a variety of flip-flops that can be used in 

FPGAs also are determined to reduce the overall FPGA energy. This work has been 

published in [19]. Overall evaluation of general FPGA cluster also is performed with 

set of benchmarks. The other techniques involves using dynamic threshold MOSFET 

(DTMOS) instead of conventional CMOS MOSFET in FPGA logic and routing fabric. 

DTMOS shows power reduction for all FPGA’s components such as SRAM, MUXs, 

and flip-flops, but it degrades the performance of them, in terms of energy DTMOS 

MUXs shows better energy consumption compared to CMOS MUXs. For instance 16:1 

DTMOS MUX has less energy than CMOS one by 35%. DTMOS FPGA cluster also 

compared with CMOS cluster and showed better power consumption, on average 

power reduced by 85% using 4-NAND benchmark circuit. 

 

Chapter 4 targeted reduction FPGA power using circuit techniques. A novel 

proposed technique, multiple charge recycling, can save more dynamic power 

consumption in FPGA route fabric. The technique involves recycling charges from 

falling interconnects to be used by rising ones. The chapter goes through the idea of 

multiple charge recycling to maximum power reduction that can be achieved using this 

technique theoretically, then circuit details of the new proposed switch, and application 

of this technique in CAD tools. SPICE simulation of the proposed switch indicated 

power saving by 32% in and interconnect. VTR project is used to estimate the power 
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saving and area overhead due to application of this technique using set of benchmarks 

defined in the project and showed power reduction by 23.4%. 

 

 

As extension to this work, studying DTMOS FPGA tile metrics, and using the 

different DTMOS configuration can be addressed as future work, also studying using 

other emerging new devices like RRAM and magnetic RAM in entire FPGA tile. On 

circuit level, combing multiple charge recycling switch with other related circuit and 

architecture level power reduction techniques is targeted as future work. 
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Appendix A: Introduction to VTR  

What is VPR? 

 

Versatile place and route (VPR) is a CAD tool for FPGAs that maps an arbitrary 

(user specified) netlist (circuits, memories, etc) to an arbitrary (user specified) 

FPGA architecture.  

 

VPR has two required and many optional parameters; it is invoked by entering: 

     $ vpr architecture.xml circuit_name[.blif] [-options] 

 

 

 architecture.xml describes the architecture of the FPGA 

 The first tag in all architecture files is the <architecture> tag. This tag contains 

all other tags 

 The architecture tag contains seven other tags. They are <models>, <layout>, 

<device>, <switchlist>, <segmentlist>, <directlist> and < complexblocklist>. 

 These information and furthermore can be found in VPR user manual. 

 

 

History of VPR 
 

 

 Developed by the University of Toronto. 

 VPR for place and route and T-Vpack for packing (clustering). 

 Combined to one tool (VPR). 

 From VPR 6, it comes a part from VTR (Verilog to route) project. 

 Current release is VPR 7. 

 VTR contains VPR, ODINII, ABC, ACE, and other (utilities scripts, 

benchmarks, architectures, technology files). 

 

 

 

Installing VPR 
 

 

 Getting the source of VTR; either by downloading it from: 

 http://www.eecg.toronto.edu/~vaughn/vpr/register.html 

     OR cloning it from git repository (developers repository): 

     $ git clone https://github.com/verilog-to-routing/vtr-verilog-to-routing 

 Installing on Linux machine: 

     Running “make” in the parent tree of the source code 

 

 

 

 Installing on Windows machine: 

http://www.eecg.toronto.edu/~vaughn/vpr/register.html
http://www.eecg.toronto.edu/~vaughn/vpr/register.html
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 VPR parent directory has a visual studio project “VPR.vcxproj”, To input the 

required command-line options, go to VPR Properties in the Project menu and 

select Configuration Properties then Debugging. Enter the architecture filename, 

circuit filename and any optional parameters you wish in the Command 

Arguments box. 

 Using Cygwin if you prefer Linux based environment on Windows. 

 

 

VTR workflow 
 

 
 

Figure A.1: VTR workflow 

 

 

 Running basic flow: 

 Architecture (vtr_release\vtr_flow/arch/k6_frac_N10_mem32K_40nm.xml): 6-

bit LUT, 10 BLEs with FF, 32k Memory, 40nm technology . 

 Circuit “benchmark”(vtr_release\vtr_flow\benchmarks\Verilog\ch_intrinsics.v) 

 $ cd vtr_release/vtr_flow/tasks 
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 $ ../scripts/run_vtr_task.pl  basic_flow 

 $ ../scripts/parse_vtr_task.pl  basic_flow 

 Results are generated under: basic_flow/run<number>/ 

 To calculate power estimations in the results, add to 

basic_flow/config/config.txt: 

 parse_file=vpr_power.txt, and “script_params= -power -cmos_tech 

vtr_release/vtr_flow/tech/PTM_<tech_node>/<tech_node>.xml 

 

 

 

Anatomy of VTR 
 

 

 abc_with_bb_support  Logic optimization and Technology mapping 

 ace2                           Signal activity estimator 

 blifexplorer                 .blif files explorer 

 doc                             Documents: VPR user manual and power estimation 

manual 

 libarchfpga                  Library to parse xml architecture files  

  Makefile                     Makefile to build/install the tools 

  ODIN_II                       HDL synthesizer 

  pcre                           Regular expression library for C/C++ programs 

  printhandler               Generic message logging system for CAD tools 

  quick_test                  Quick test to the tools after installation 

  README.txt                Readme file describing briefly how to install and run 

the tools 

  run_quick_test.pl       Perl script to run a quick test to the tools after installation 

  run_reg_test.pl           Perl script to run a regression 

  spice                          Some SPICE primatives netlists  

  vpr                             VPR tool 

  vtr_flow                     Architectures, benchmarks, scripts to run, etc 

 

 

 

 VTR_flow contains: 

 arch                   FPGA architectures 

 benchmarks        Benchmarking circuits 

 misc                   Misc files (currently contains a configuration xml for ODINII) 

 parse                  Parsing configurations (pass requirements, running configs, 

qor) 

 primitives.v        Primitives Verilog descriptions (Mem, LUT, MUX, etc) 

 Readme.txt         Readme text (referring to VTR wiki for help) 

 scripts                Running and parsing perl scripts, and perl scipts of workflow 

 sdc                     Synopsys design constraints files 

 tasks                  Tasks (configs descriping circuit/architecture), and results 

 tech                   Technology files (130nm, 45nm, 22nm in this release) 

 

Hint: In this work we altered routing cost function (In 

<vtr_release>\vpr\SRC\route\route_timing.c) as mentioned above to consider the new 

multiple charge recycling technique.   



 

 أ
 

 ملخصال

 

مصفففف البوابااااففففقيوابلقابلففففبواببقاصففففبوبصامماففففبواصففففا  وا فففف  وم ففففق ل واب صففففلل و

الابك مونيوابمقليوخلالوابعبفا والاخلفم جوءفكبورالفمومفيو مافلفومصف البواباااافقيو

ابلقابلبواببقاصبوبصاممابويشفل وققاصلفاواباممافبوبك ف وابا فقمنوابلقابلفاوواب اصفللايو

  وءفا  وابلقف اوابقهفقميومفيو لفاوالا ابوووباو فقيلمورالفمويصفيومفهذاواب مالفوالقهقجو

مسففق  اووواهفف هلاطواباققففبجوهقففقطوةففمعوي يفف  وباعفف ومصفف البوابااااففقيوابلقابلففبو

اببقاصبوبصاممابوار مور أ ومفيو لفاواهف هلاطواباققفبجوهفذ وابافمعويلكفيو بسفللهقوابفيو

خلسفففاواقسفففقعوهفففيلويلصلفففبواب صفففقلربوابففف وامموابكهمالفففابو مافففلفوابلصففف الببون فففقعو

لصفف البوركفف بوووت وايواب صففلل والسففقي  واب قهففقوامبففيجوةففمعويلصلففاواب صففقلرواب

و كقاباءلففقيو  ضففليواهفف م اعومففاا وخففقعوووالففكقلومم ص ففبولاءهففك واب مانكهفف ا و

ء يففف  جوةفففمعو صفففلل وابففف وامموابكهمالفففاو  ضفففليو كفففاييور ففف وابا فففقمنوابلقابلفففبو

ابلقابلفففبواببقاصفففبوواب اصفففللايومفففيواب مانكهففف ا جةمعو مافففلفومصففف البواباااافففقيو

بصاممافففبو  ضفففليوو فففقمنوابك ففف وابلقابلفففبوووابفففذارم ووابلففف خلايووابلممءفففقيووو

اب اصل واليوماا  وابلص البجوةفمعون فقعوابلصف البوركف وي ضفليو فاللمواهف هلاطو

اباققفففبويصفففيومسففف ا وايصفففيومدففف وابففف  ك وابففف يققملكيوبص ابففف ووواة فففقبواءفففكابومفففيو

اخلماوةمعواب صلل والسقي  واب قهقوامبفيوابلص البويق مقو كانوغلمومس م مبجوو

لففيوهففذ وو  ضففليواب  سففلققيولففيوا وايوامماففبوابلصفف البوب بصلفف واهفف هلاطواباققففبجو

اب  اهفبون ففيون افمعوب بصلفف واهفف هلاطواباققفبولففيومصفف البواباااافقيوابلقابلففبواببقاصففبو

وبصاممابويصيومس ا وءهقزواب مانكه ا وواب وامموابكهمالاج

ا  اهبواه ا الواب مانس ا وابلسف م عولفيومصف البواباااافقيوابلقابلفبووليوابا ايبوقلققو

وDTMOSاببقاصبوبصاممابووا مانكه ا وذوولاب و مجوم غلمو يققملكلقو



 

 ب
 

وواوض ققوانوهذاوالاه ا الويعل ويصيو بصلف واهف هلاطواباققفبولفيومصف البواباااافقيو

ووواب اصللايجوابلقابلبواببقاصبوبصاممابوليورلاوميور  وابا قمنوابلقابلب

و FinFETاقهف م اعوءهفقزووي وقلققواقنشقبومص البوابااااقيوابلقابلبواببقاصفبوبصاممافب

لاه كشقفو قيلموذبكويصىواب كقاباءلقيوابا ي  بووايضفقوقلقفقووCMOSا لاوميو بقلبو

ا غالففبو ففقيلمواب غلففمايوابل لاففبويقفف وهففذ واب كقاباءلففقيجووقفف واهفف م مققو صففلللقيو

لاه كشفقفوا ابوابلصف البوواببف   ووواباققفبووPTMsلقوليوابلسف با و قاأياوبص كقاباء

لاءكابوابلصف البويصفيو ف  وو7nm  يومس ا وو20nmمرواب كقاباءلقويق ومس ا و

قف مققومب م فقوا غذيففبواباققفبوابلدصفيومففيومفرواب غلفمايواباق مففبوايقفقبوابصفققيبجوايضففقو

يويلكفففيواهففف م مهقولفففيواب فففوflip-flopsنق لففبواباققفففبوابلسففف هصكبوبلالايفففبومفففيوالو

ابلصفف البويقفف ورفف و كقاباءلففقويصففيو فف  جووقفف وقلقففقوا بلففل وا ابوابلصففالالبواقهفف م اعو

ايققبواممافاوابلصف البوب علف ورفق ا وءلفرواوووSPICE simulatorsا وايوابل قرق و

وجوcascaded chainاووهصسصبومقابلبووNANDاااابومقابلبو

قيوليووصلايومص القيوابااااقيوابلقابلفبوواخلماونب عو بقلبوء ي  وب  ويموابش قووو

 اللموار موبصب   ومبق نفبواعلف وهفقاشومشفقاابواببقاصاوبصامماابواب بقلبوابا ي  وا هميو

وق وقلققوا  صل واب بقلبوابا ي  وميومس ا وابق ميبوممو اوا  قصفل وابف وامموابكهمالفاو

 اعواب قهفقوامبففيبوابلسف م مبوو  فيورل لففبو االبهفقواقهف م اعوا وايواب صففلل واقهف م

و  هففمواب  اهففبوايضففقوابلسففق بوابكامفف  وابلاصااففبووورللففبواباققففبواب ففيو فف و اللمهففقو

 VPR ليوا ا وbenchmarks اقه م اعومالايبوميوابلالمايو
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و

 علي مستوي الجهاز والدائرة تصميم مصفوفة بوابات منطقية قابلة للبرمجة قليلة القدرةطرق 

و 

و الكلمات الدالة:

 بصل وابب   بووبابلقابلبواببقاصاوبصامماابو مانكه ا وذووءه و مجوم غلمو يققملكلقمص البوابااااقيو

و  ويموابش ققيبو مانكه ا وذووزيق ا

و 

و :رسالةملخـص ال

وبصاممااو واببقاصا وابااااقيوابلقابلب وليومص الب وابلس م ع واب مانكه ا  وابعل واه ا ال وليوهذا   هقق

وقلققوا بلل وابلص البوميو لاوالا ابوووابب   ووDTMOSا مانكه ا وذووءه و مجوم غلمو يققملكلقو

وليواءكابوابلص البواباققبوابلس هصكبووق وا هموهذاوالاه ا الو  سققوليوابب   وواباققبوابلس هصكبو

وليواباققبوابلس هصكبوليوابلص البورك  وا  اهبواه م اعوءهقزوو  سقق وقلق ووايضق باققبووFinFETج

و ب عووجليواءكابومم ص بوميوابلص البوابلص البوو بلللهقومرواي اق واب غلمايواباق مبوايققبوابصققيب

وم وبلالايب واقبقساب واب غذيب وابلدصيوباه  واببللب وايضق واببلااقيواب  اهب وق مققووflip-flops.ي واخلما

و وابلص الب وابش ققيوب اللموةققب و  ويم و بقلب واقه م اع ومب م ق وابكهمالب واب يويصيومس ا واب وامم

 SPICEةققبو اصللايوابلص البواقه م اعوا وايوابل قرق وومي و%32ا هميو اللمومقيبمبوميو

simulatorsوا وايووو وابلؤلمايولي ومي ومالايب واقه م اع و بلللا ومر وابلب مح وهذا و االش ورل لب

وCAD tools.اب صلل واقه م اعواب قهقوالابيو

و

 
  

 

 

 ضع صورتك هنا



 

 

  

و

يصيومس ا وو صلل ومص البوااااقيومقابلبوققاصبوبصاممابوقصلصبوابب   ةمعو

واباهقزوواب امم 

 

و

واي ا و

وتهقماوت ل وم ل وت ل ويا واببق  

 

و

وءقمعبواببقهم و- هقببومب مبوإبىورصلبوابهق هبو

وومقءس لموابعصاعراكبوميوم اصاقيواب صالويصىو  ءبو

ولي

والابك مونلقي

 

و

ويع ل وميوباقبوابلل  قليلوو

و

وابلل  يوابمق ءيووووووالاه قذواب ر ا لووووووووووووووووووووووووووووووو

و

وخصيا ابلل  يوابووووووالاه قذواب ر ا لووووووووووووووووووووووووووووووو

و

وابلشمفوابمملسىوووووووووووووووت ل وم ل وهصللقنالاه قذواب ر ا لو

و

ويضاووووووووووووووووووووووووووووو سيومصا يولووم  س

و

و

وءقمعــبواببقهــم و-رصلــبوابهق هــبو

وءلها يـبومصـموابعمالــبو-ابالـك و

و

 2016و–وها لام



 

 

  



 

 

  

و

يصيومس ا وومقابلبوققاصبوبصاممابوقصلصبوابب    صلل ومص البوااااقيوةمعو

 اباهقزوواب امم 

و

واي ا و

وتهقماوت ل وم ل وت ل ويا واببق  

 

و

وءقمعبواببقهم و- هقببومب مبوإبىورصلبوابهق هبو

وومقءس لموابعصاعراكبوميوم اصاقيواب صالويصىو  ءبو

ولي

والابك مونلقي

و

 

و

و   والمافو

و

 ت ل وم ل وهصللقن و سيومصا ي

 ءقمعبواببقهم و/وم  مغوته قذ ءقمعبواببقهم و/م  س

و

و

و

وءقمعــبواببقهــم و-رصلــبوابهق هــبو

وءلها يـبومصـموابعمالــبو-ابالـك و

و

و

و

و

وو2016و–وها لام



 

 

  
و

و

و

و

يصيومس ا وو صلل ومص البوااااقيومقابلبوققاصبوبصاممابوقصلصبوابب   ةمعو

واباهقزوواب امم 

و

واي ا و

و

وم ل وت ل ويا واببق  تهقماوت ل و

و

وءقمعبواببقهم و- هقببومب مبوإبىورصلبوابهق هبو

وومقءس لموابعصاعراكبوميوم اصاقيواب صالويصىو  ءبو

ولي

والابك مونلقي

و

و

و

و

و

و

وءقمعــبواببقهــم و-رصلــبوابهق هــبو

وءلها يـبومصـموابعمالــبو-ابالـك و

و

و

و2016و–وها لام


